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it all, along comes a

the natural environment that you'd heard
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crack
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wildebeest

at

tearing into

flesh, as the case

may

an honor usually bestowed
upon the senior or perhaps showibe,

is

member of

est

the dining party.

stor\- that manages to stir shock, depression, and outrage anew.
Thousands of miles out to sea, in a remote region of the North
Pacific Ocean where even sailors seldom venture, is a vast floating
mass of plastic junk, stretching across an area the size of Texas. Plastic
bleach bottles, tops of spray cans, discarded TV picture tubes,

polvpropvlene Hues fl-om fishing

you'll forgive the
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strength beaks,
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as the North Pacific subtropical gyre, which
metaphor has come to resemble a giant toilet
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On the savannas ot eastern Africa,
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even

nets, plastic cigarette Ughters,

toy "rubber duckies" have collected in a huge mass of slowly rotat-
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waste.

dumping ground of some

junkyard Mafia? In
page 46), the eff"ect
is a natural one. Rivers of plastic objects are carried by great ocean
currents fi-om North America, Japan, and other lands along the
the secret

Is this

fact,

Moore

according to Charles

evil

(see "Trashed,"

rim into the gyre. There, much of the detritus, most
prominentlv the plastic, becomes trapped until it can decay a process that, by some estimates, could take 500 years.

North

Pacific

Worse,

massive vultures also

this
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environmental disaster
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not merely an eyesore and
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use their might to fend off hyenas and snap up the occasional

health hazard for seabirds. Japanese investigators have disco\'ei"ed that

Hve flamingo.
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chemicals include such toxic substances

poisons that have already been dispersed in the oceans.
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underfeathers.

e\'er\'one will find the face
this

month's cover
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komodo monitor
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group of predatory Hzards so

"mammal-Uke"

become

has

What
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find particularly fascinating about small monitors
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the circumstances
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it
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—
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S. Sweet and Eric R. Pianka ("The lizard Kings," page 40), the reason may be that the two groups play such similar roles.
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Anup Shah ("The Natural Mo ment."
Kenya of Indian parentage. He credits

selt-taught wildiife photographer,

page 6) was bom in
childhood visits to Naitobi National Park w'ith helping him
develop a power&l attachment to African fauna. Shah and his
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Peter Brown Ediim-in-Cliief
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240

pp.

•

last

unin-

.oggerheov.

Hardcover $24.95

SeaTurtles

Loggerhead Sea Turtles
Edited by Alan Bolten.and Blair Witherington

The

world's leading sea turtle biologists explore the biology of
Wiiherington

a species threatened with extinction.
87 b8{w

illus.

•

352

pp.

•

Hardcover $55.00
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LETTERS
The

Einstein's special theory

Light Fantastic

I thought your 9/03 issue
was sensational, but one

thing puzzled

me

deGrasse Tyson's

relativity,

that

in Neil

not accelerate past the

speed of light

"In the Beginning," about
writes,

ond

He

"By now, one

sec-

grown

Huh!!??

How

more

complete general theory of
accounts for what

relativity

can happen to the fabric of

to a

space-time

light-years across."

itself,

and places

restriction on the speed
with which that space-time
can expand.

no

could

the universe have

travel-

space. Einstein's later,

has passed since the

universe has

when

ing within a preexisting

beginning of time. The

few

specifies

an object (or more

generally, information) can-

column

the early universe.

which

of

grown

to several light-years

statements. So

I

was hurt

and thus concluded

his

to discover in Michael

presence was no longer re-

Ruse's review of Steve's

quired.

book, The Hedgehog,
the Fox, and the Magister's
Pox ["The Mismeasure of
Science," 7/03-8/03], the
claim that Carl wouldn't
"take time out to go to
the South and fight the
creationists" during the
1981 trial of the Arkansas
bill mandating that biology teachers in publicly
funded schools evenhandedly discuss both evolution and creationism.
Carl began fighting for

Frederic

final

science in the dangerous

as

long

as

Michael Ruse

As

replies:

in Akira Kurosawa's film

Rashomon, the
urdikely to
time.

But

real stoi-y

emerge

is

at this

rather than get

into justifications of claims,
let

me

cover

my somewhat

ungracious reference to
Carl Sagan by acknowledging

that, in

the

last

half cen-

he and Steve Gould
were two of the most imtury,

portant science popularizers

Deep South of 1962, and
never stopped

Golden

Santa Barbara, California

he

and educators. We owe
thanks to both of them.

Mr. Ruse's gratuitous
at Carl brought to
mind another time he was

Whence the Moon

asked to

with three elements in G.

lived.

swipe

testify against

"creationism." It was when
he was undergoing one of

bone marrow

three
plants

endured in

struggle for his

mune

full

of rodent

thousand times faster
than the speed of light.
Did Einstein's laws not

lowing the death of my
husband and professional

Ann Druyan

collaborator, Carl Sagan, to

Ithaca,

apply

Hans J.

at this

time?

was

me

a great

in 1997, the year fol-

Stephen Jay Gould's book

Berliner

Questioning the Millcnniunr.

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

In loving

Neil deGrasse Tyson
REPLIES: During the very
early moments of the universe, space-time expanded
much, much faster than the
speed of light. That staggeringly rapid rate does not
violate the principles

comfort to

his hospital

room

as

or-

dered and wrote Tlie
Demon-Haunted World.

New

of

NATURAL HISTORY November

memory

of my

York

to testify at the Little

The

but medical treatment

kept

him from

He

best advocate for science
tal

in

our millennium

Steve was learned and

appearing.

offered to act as a rebut-

witness at the end of the

Jeffirey Taylor's

sum-

excellent

mary of the legacy of forty
years of lunar exploration

["Moonstruck," 9/03].
First, the "giant impact"
hypothesis for the origin of
the

Moon

flawed.

is

seriously

There

is

strong evi-

dence that the lower mantle
of the Moon is chemically
primitive (chondritic) and
could not have been part of
either the early Earth or the

impactor, nor could

have

it

given to the hypothesis that
the

Moon was

an indepen-

dent, co-orbiting planet

captured by the Earth.

Second, the

Moon was

resurfaced by a dozen or so
large impacts

around 4

lion years ago, not just

bil-

by

proceedings, but the

the impact that created the

American

huge Imbrium Basin.

Civil Liberties

highly principled, not one

Union's lawyers

to toss out hyperbolic

had already made

2003

Rock

trial,

passionate rationalist

of our times

like to take issue

Serious attenrion should be

Michael Ruse does Carl
Sagan a serious injustice.
Sagan had in fact planned

friend Carl Sagan

The most

would

undergone the hearing
caused by a giant impact.

read the dedication in

Carnegie Mellon University

12

the high standards of Mr.
Ruse. Instead, he stayed in

Carl Sagan's Legacy
It

chemother-

hausted, he failed to satisfy

hairs.

one second?
That would mean it expanded several hundred
across in

His im-

emaciated and ex-

apy,
it's

life.

system destroyed by

radiation and

"Of course

trans-

his heroic

I

felt

they

their case

A

cataclysmic period half a

bilhon years long

is

thus

more

likely

100 million

than one lasting

is

years.

pacts

Third, Mr. Taylor does

huge early imon Earth might indeed

right on:

have affected

how

the crust

not note the potential con-

formed and evolved, and

nection between the very

even

how

hte originated.

with di-

that created basins

ameters larger than a thousand kilometers (the oldest

Ask Pooh
Robert M. Sapolsky's article "The Pleasure (and

Aitken Basin) and the early

Pam) of 'Maybe'" [9/03]
gives fresh meaning to

evoludon of Earth's crust.
Harrison H. ("Jack") Schmitt

Winnie-the-Pooh's response to Christopher

being the South Pole-

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

Editor's note:

writer

is

The

letter

the only geologist to

have visited the Moon;

in

December 1972 he was an
astronaut

of Apollo

member of the crew
1 7,

the last

mantled lunar mission.

G.Jeffrey Taylor replies:
I

welcome Jack Schmitt s

comments.
gists,

Planetai-y geolo-

know

however,

little

about the lower mande ot
the Moon, so no one knows
whether it is chondriric.
New computer models suggest the giant impact might

have taken place

when

the

Earth was half built. Then,
as

planetary construction

was being completed, the

Moon

could have accreted

Such an

additional material.

explanation combines aspects of both ideas.

The

mentioned

article

that the idea

of a

brief cataclysm
sally

accepted.

senters'

view

relatively

isn't

The

will

univerdis-

be de-

bated until samples have

been taken from the South
Pole-Aitken Basin and
from some of the younger
impact basins superimposed on it; that will require a return mission to
the far side of the

Mr. Schmitt

's

Moon.

third point

it

Robin's question "What
do you hke doing best in
the world. Pooh?" We read
that Pooh "had to stop and
think. Because although

Eating

Honey

good thing

was a very

to do, there

was a moment just before
you began to eat it which
was better than when you
were, but he didn't know

was

were

called."

William f Rihn

a noiseless firefight

tracer rounds.

Liiguna Beach, California

Night Lights

my

first

week

as a

Fhngs" [7/03-8/03]
brought back strong
memories.

bush.
is

Maximum

wide-open
ducked. To

eyeballs.

my

motion over

my

am-

discipline

we

They

laughter

Now

I

I

little
all

green

as

I

—

as if

fireflies

were making love in fi-ont of
our killing zone. If those
fireflies had only known.

lay in

noticed

flares flying in

directions

told them.

find out the

Vicente Rivera

trail, I

helmet.

nearly died of

when

Tucson, Arizona

night

the

me
why had been ducking and

breathing to avoid detec-

One

I

relief,

Later the guys asked

would even control our
tion.

my two

green light flew in slow

before.

all-night

called for; at times

wait above a

almost in

face,

I

tension and fear you expe-

on an

of

sud-

thrashing around the night

hard to describe the

rience

my

perfect line with

Marine grunt in Vietnam,
I had never seen fireflies.
Reading Sara Lewis and
James E. Lloyd's "Summer

It's

AH of a

den, one "tracer" flew directly at

Until

huge lunar impacts

early

what

there

Natural History
address

is

j>

e-mail

nhmag@natural

historymag.com

SAMPLINGS
Naked:
One

It's

By Stephan Reebs

So 68,000

of the great questions for the fashion

industry

must be,

When was

clothing

vented? Climate being what

it

is,

Poisoning the Waters

B.C.

in-

body

soned that by estimating when the body

emerged

louse

either of those

developments. Fossilized bones say noth-

examined differences between

panzees went
lion

In

lice.

addi-

5.5 mil-

compared the

louse sequences with the sequences

chimpanzee

made

ways

their separate

years ago, the team

human
of

and head

lice

parts of the

because human beings and chim-

tion,

it

change

The

lice.

latter

comparison

possible to calibrate the rate of
in

the

genomes

of the

lice.

On

the

basis of their estimates of those rates of ge-

netic

change, they calculated that the

human body
some 70,000

Body

louse: a

emerged

louse
years

—

ago

coincides nicely with the

spread of modern

humans out

into colder climes.

of Africa

and

and

But Ralf

fossilize well.

now

at the

Max

of Molecular Cell Biology

let

Kittler,

Planck Institute

his

such details stand

in

— an

head louse

in

— munches
So

on the

Kittler

and

were based on

artifacts.

Bone

tain

microalgae actively emit toxins, and

show the

recent investigations

may have

gaard of the

Hansen

skin
his

but

team

in-

rea-

Marine Sciences

Institute of

and

Spain,

Barcelona,

in

Per

hagen now have hard evidence that toxfrom the microalga Prymnesium

ins

parvum may ward

competitors or

off

even help the algae procure lunch.
Marine biologists have long believed
that algal toxins repel
tors,

such as

known

would-be preda-

and crustaceans. And

fish

when algae

region's aquaculture or close

demise of nakedness

longer completely cloaked

no

mystery.

in

("Molecular evolution of Pediculus

and the

is

humanus

origin of clothing," Current Biology

Juel

Copen-

of the University of

ate, their toxic

rejoice: the

de-

a

fensive role. Marine biologists Alf Skov-

ago; statuettes and clay impressions attest
Eu-

toxins

an offensive as well as

to the variety of weaving techniques

in

pas-

accept their status as food. Cer-

sively

is

rope by 30,000 years ago. Fashion mavens,

cor-

mean they

chain, but that doesn't

needles have been dated to 40,000 years

their way.

evolutionary offshoot of the

habits clothing.

of clothing

colleagues

The body louse (Pediculus humanus
poris)

and

and Genetics

Dresden, Germany, and
haven't

skin

widespread use

food

also the mainstay of the marine

downside of clothing

ing about external layers,

a geneticist

as a species

a time frame that

Earlier estimates for the

clothes don't

than one ten-thou-

ganisms hundreds of feet long. They're

genes of body

down

cells less

sandth of an inch across to gigantic or-

the familiar paleontological clues aren't
pinning

They range

a diverse crew.

from single

clothes

became

in

when wearing

Algae are

the normal thing to do. The team

they could estimate

coverings could not have been long in
coming after the loss of hominid fur, but

much use

as a separate subspecies

well

that

blooms can wipe out

seafood restaurants.

P.

it

down

—

parvum

a
its

a noto-

blooms world-

rious source of toxic

wide

it

prolifer-

— photosynthesizes

like a plant,

but

also has animal ambitions: the crea-

ture ingests prey, sidling

up to other mi-

croorganisms and engulfing them. But

13:1414-17, August 19, 2003)

that process works well only with prey
that aren't mobile: single-celled algae,

Spinmeisters

after

You wouldn't think spider webs could be

catch

part of the fossil record
for the preservative

— and

power

if it

Samuel

weren't

a

parvum

Sticky spider
1

thread and the

ment

size,

shape, and arrange-

of the droplets are nearly identical

modern web-weaving spiders.
The specimen, whose true identity had
remained unrecognized since 1969, came
from the world's oldest deposits of amber

to those of

14

in

380
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to feed

that

competitors and predators.

In fact,

the

for at least

multifaceted function of toxins could

no evidence

contribute to the alga's periodic, and

silk

made by

show

those ancient

destructive,

population

explosions.

harmful

alga

spinnerets were gluey. Zschokke's discov-

("Food uptake

ery thus establishes the earliest time that

Prymnesium parvum mediated by excreted toxins," Limnology and Ocean-

silk

Middle Devonian rocks

York,

million years. But there's

that the threads

in

on them. And besides helping to provide meals, toxins could be disabling

New

spiders have been making

spider

in

amber, magnified

Schoharie County,

nerets (the organs that spit out the spider
that occur

silk in

50 diameters

containing insect remains. Fossilized spin-

silk)

P.

more the motile

and the more R parvum move

of an inch

droplets of glue. Both the diameter of the

secretions, the

microorganisms become immobilized

discovered

studded with thirty-eight minuscule

long,

to

Skovgaard and Hansen have shown

million years old,

silk a sixth

P.

is

that the higher the concentration of

Zschokke, a biologist at the Uni-

thread of spider

next meal.

their

secrete chemical stun guns.

of amber, they

versity of Basel in Switzerland,

have no limbs or mouthparts to

and hold

panjum's way around that limitation

wouldn't be. Scrutinizing a fragment of

Lebanese amber 130

all,

webs became

sticky.

("Spider-web

from the Early Cretaceous," Nature

424:636-37; August

7,

2003)

in

the

ography 4&^^ 61 -66, May 2003)
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"For collectors, mechanical
watches are tiny pieces of art
they can wear."
the complications that
<JISSSl!i''^^^^ve the biggest impact
"it's
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on price.
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T&UfBJ
Two interior dials
A rare third dial

two years ago, a small watchEighty
maker in Europe created a legendary

the earliest chronographs.

watch. He invented the first watch with
an automatic mechanical movement. These

depicts the sun and the stars

innovative movements required no batteries
and never needed to be manually wound.
Only seven of these ultra-rare watches were
ever made and we've only actually seen one
surviving masterpiece in a watch history
book. We were fascinated with the complex
functions of this historical timepiece.

Production of

this

crash of 1929. Watch production plunged as

we

researched 1920's

chronographs from Switzerland, we found
that these
ly

now highOne leading

mechanical marvels are

prized by today's collectors.

auction house recently sold an exquisite 1929

mechanical Chronograph for $1,487,000.
Inspired by that brilliant design, our Stauer
Meisterzeit has been painstakingly handcrafted to the demanding standards of vintage
watch collectors.
It's

Complicated.

Every interior

neered

For

dial

has been carefully engi-

to replicate the "complicalion.s" of

fastest

Visit

semce,

call toll-free

on a 24-hour
The 21-jewel mechanical movement

clock.
utilizes

an automatic self-winding mechanism

watchmaking history in a rare design that is
priced to wear e\eryday. The watch comes
with our 30-day no questions asked money
back guarantee. If you are not completely
satisfied,

simply return

it

for a full refund of

inspired by a patent from 1923. Thus this

the purchase price. This offer might not reap-

watch never needs batteries and never needs
to be manually wound. It's powered by the

pear for another 80 years.

movement of

A

the body.

Masterpiece for only $199. ..How

is

We revere

what has come before.

Classic cars,

fine anticiues, paintings of the old masters

but

we

absolutely hate to pay

retail.

money on Polo match
sponsorships or high priced celebrity
endorsements. And since Stauer is selling this
chronograph

directly to you, there are

no Park Avenue jeweliy store rents. We know
that you are a smart collector, smart enough
to want the best and still keep most of your
money in your wallet and not on your wrist.
This limited edition Stauer Meisterzeit allows

you to wear a watch far more exclusive than
most new "upscale" models.

Mere

is

\-our

chance

24 hours a day

Call
limited

to claim a piece of

line

in Stores

advantage of this

offer.

Stauer Meisterzeit

!529C $199

+VS:H.

800-859-6540
Promotional Code SMT168-09
Please mention this

To

when you

call.

(irder b\' mail, please call for details.

Stauer
lilOl
I.lepl.

Suiillicios.s L)ri\e

W.

.SMTl(i.S-09

Hurns\ille. Minne.sota 5533"'

800-859-654:0

us online at www.Stauer.com for the complete

to take

Stauer

doesn't waste your

\'intage

Not Available
now

that possible?

design did not survive the

did the economy. As

display day and month.

\,

of Stauer Watches, Jewelry and

Collectibles
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Elemental Question
When

wanders

science class, students' eyes often

6

scan a familiar wall adornment: the periodic table of the ele-

C

attention

ments. But

if

in

DlanKxid

Bruce Railsback has his way, that enormous

L.

but relatively simple chart
sciences classrooms

— by

be replaced

will

a far

—

more complex

;

graphite

in

Reduced

Molecular Molecular
nitrogen

o

table.

c'-me N^

0,
^^2

ox\'(;en

=0.77 r=0.71

at least in earth-

Railsback, a geologist at the University of Georgia,

8

7
N2

[SI

c.irbon

nilrcv^tn

Ox^ijen .i>ovide

m=12.0ll m=14.007
r=2.60'4^
r=1.71

m=l5.999

Mosl natural occurrences
nflndes are

(^

(^

0'- 8

7

Reduced

m meieomes

1213

Ions get a place at the geologist's

14

40

manOe phases

1415

1

r-^

carbKles and

ol

or

new periodic

.

161718

table.

Athens, notes that the now-standard version of the periodic
table, formulated
scientists.

It

lines

Europe

in

in

the

elements usually occur as ions
often as part of

1

860s,

of

is

up only the pure elements.

—that

compounds such

as

is,

in

correspond to the abundance of the

use to earth

little

In

nature, though,

a

charged form,

So Railsback has rearranged the elements as
elements that commonly occur as different

The

ions,

not hesi-

in

minerals,

and so

life,

(and thus more
rust.

and boldness of the

labels,

patient student can

likely to

But such a student

occur
will

now make

better

in

the sea), or

why gold doesn't

need more time to read the elab-

orate chart than most boring classes

which they often occur. Railsback

ever afford. ("An

will

earth scientist's periodic table of the elements and their

red-brown for ions that make oxide

on); size

A

sense of why certain elements are more soluble than others

ions, with different

also depicts interrelations via such devices as color (green for
nutrients essential to

sym-

result

mantle, and oceans.

by repeating

of grouping the ions on the basis of

the kinds of combinations

a host of

is a visually striking,
information-packed
goes a long way toward explaining geochemical
processes and patterns of abundance in the Earth's crust,

under different conditions. The rearrange-

ment has the advantage

and

chart that

salt.

tating to revise the "sacred" text of chemistry

electric charges,

ion;

bols to indicate which minerals an ion forms.

ions,"

which

Geology 31:737-40, September 2003; www.gly.uga.

edu/railsback/PT.html)

Really Sinister
What

did Julius Caesar, Marilyn Monroe,

Ronald Reagan, and Babe Ruth have

common?
ies,

If

you said

of

all

in

left-

smile and take a bow. Favoring the use

one side of the body

of

them were

people, though:
with their

left

unique to

to the use of limbs:

tend to use the

members

isn't

cats tend to reach

paws, for instance. Nor

trait restricted

fishes

some

of their

own

is

the

some

eye to check out

left

species.

But a left-handed snake? Well, yes: when
snakes are at

rest,

they

coil their

bodies,

and that puts one side or the other on the
inside of the

coil.

According to

Eric D. Roth,

a herpetologist at the University of Okla-

homa

in

Norman,

species coils one

if

way

or the other

sonably consistent way,
call

it

in

a rea-

makes sense to

the behavior "handedness."

Roth recently spent

population as "left-handed."

Among

the

sixteen lefties, three were southpaws at

the individual

months repeat-

coiling (most of the way) with

level:

they coiled to the

left

its

leftside

But

it

is

on the inside

safe to say that the idea of a

handed snake
edness'

in

isn't just a

left-

put-on. ("'Hand-

snakes? Lateralization of coiling

cottonmouth, Agkistrodon

twice as often as they coiled to the right

behaviour

edly noting the coiling configuration of

too marked a tendency to be caused by

piscivonjs leucostoma, population," Animal

twenty adult cottonmouths, a venomous

chance alone.

Behaviour 66:337-41 August 2003)

six

species native to the southeastern United

cottonmouths coiled

more

more

often with the

left

body

tion"

on the inside of the

coil.

side of the

Roth considered

NATUR.'VL HISTORY November 2003

generally,

—

in

of

a

—

handedness

"behavioral

or,

lateraliza-

lower vertebrates suggest that

the animal brain

in

,

Does the frequency

States. Sixteen of the

the effect strong enough to regard the

16

Cottonmouth

an individual snake or a

became

vertebrate evolution?

It's

lateralized early in

too soon to

tell.

Stephan Reefas

is

a professor of biology at the

University of Moncton

and the author of
and

in

in

New Bnjnswick,

Fish Behavior in the

Canada,

Aquarium

the Wild (Cornell University Press).
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Choose 6 CDs

for 990 each!
'Cello, Beethoven, Mozarl, Brahms.

#5165477

Ax. Stolzman, Ma.
Bizet;

Symphony

No.

NO OBLIGATION TO BUY MORE, EVER!

Phil/Bernstein,

Lea Rig/Kind Robin, Gaelic
Cradle Song, more. #5148950

Most
Beautiful Tunes. The Stars
Balalaika: Russia's

#5146587

St,

Petersburg.

of

#5 147460

Amazing Grace: The Best
Scottish Pipe & Drums.

Eliot Risk

Concertos Op.

Rampal. Linell, Solisti
Veneli/Scimone #5165486

&

MHS

#5245596
Bach: Four GreatToccatas
Fugues. E. Power Biggs.
#5164263

#5151553
Puccini: Tosca.Callas.di

&

Slefano, Gobbi. La Scala

Orchestra
2

CDs #5249734

All

2

is

#5133877

Love.

&

2.

When

All

Mozart: Four Horn Concertos
& Quintet. Brain. Philharmonia/
Karajan.

You Need

I'm 64, Michelle,

Vivaldi:

Sitkovetsky St. Martin-in-theFields/Marriner.

The Four Seasons.

Vienna Philharmonic/

6 masterpieces. Yo-Yo Ma.

Fiedler

Karajan #5153220

overtures. St. Martin/Marriner.

#5133564

#5 158789

Mozart: Concertos Nos. 17 &

Moscow.

18. Perahia. English

Philharmonic/

Orchestra.

Valor. Bourgeois.

#5164003

#5145560
Schubert: Quartet No. 15. Also
Mozart Adagio and Fugue. Ma,

#5157511

Kremer. #5164503

Sergio Franchi: Romantic
Italian Songs. Tosti, more.

Mozart: Vespers. MHS
exclusive! King's College Choir,

Stephen Foster Song Book.
The Robert Shaw Chorale.
#5144892

#5149968

#51 53266

Dvorak: Piano Quartet No. 2 in
E-Flat. Also Romantic Pieces,
Sonatina in G. Stern, Ma,
Laredo, McDonald, Ax, #5165913

Joplin:The Easy Winners.
Perlman, Previn. #5139951

Baroque Favorites,
Canon, Albinoni,

Pachelbel's

Rachmaninov: Piano
Concertos Nos. 1 & 2.
Otaka, #5150367

Purcell, Vivaldi,

Handel, more. English

Chamber

Orchestra/Leppard. #5165762

Symphonic

Paganini: 24 Caprices on
Lill/

Guitar. Fisk,

Liszt.

Winner. #5135973

Zukerman, New York

Bavarian/Maazel. #5149619

Flamenco Clasico. Earthy
#5719920

Philharmonic/Mehta, #5164914

Symphony No. 8.
"Symphony of a Thousand."
Mahler:

Choirboy's Christmas. Way,
Soprano. Choir of St. Paul's

Sea Shanties. Men

Perahia, Lupu.

#516 5717

Sibelius Tone

Poems.

Robert

Shaw Chorale/Shaw.

K. 526.

St.

in

D

Minor,

Martin/Marriner.

#5142983

Festival Orchestra/Rilling.

CDs #5260346

The Music of Debussy. Clair de
Lune, Syrinx, more. Galway
Robles. #5125948

Oxford Church Anthems.

#5157084

US Marine Band: Sound

Beethoven: Hammerklavier.
#6710723

#5143802

Hugo

Diaz.

C

llLDlf

CDs

Please send the six
belovN'. Bill

shipping and handling

Choirmaster, #5165860

indicated

me later

for S5.94 plus a
fee. Enroll me as a Societ)'

enter my FREE subscription to the
incur no purchase obligation whatever

Member and
Rei'ieiv.

during

Off.

I

my

90-day

trial

membership.

Write item numbers below for a total of 6 CDs
(sets count as 2 CDs as indicated in listings):

#5155675
20 Best "Tango Argentine."
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Handel: Messiah Choruses.
Malgoire, Conductor; Hunt,

Sousa, more. Bourgeois.

Vladimir Feltsman.

SEND NO MONEY
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Finlandia, more, Berlin/Karajan,

Mozart: Requiem

Bach: Brandenburg
Concertos. Oregon Bach

Darlington.

Mozart: Sonata for Two Pianos
in D Major, Schubert Fantasia.

#5156601

#5164012

guitar Koster.

Chicago SO/Solti. #5145006
of the

#5135553

Barber: Complete Solo Piano
Music. Browning. Grammy®

Isaac Stern: 60th Anniversary
Celebration. Also Perlman,

Battle Scenes.

Beethoven, Tchaikovsky,

2

#5155666

Vaughan Williams: A Sea
Symphony. London/Haitink.

Kissin Plays Chopin. Four
Ballades, Bacarolle, more.

Cathedral.

Chamber

#5165726

US Marine Band: Uncommon

and Friends. Boston

Pops. #5145506

Handel: Baroque Duets. Also
Scarlatli. Bach, more. Marsalis,

#5158547

Mozart: Overtures. 9 opera

Kondrashin, #5156530

'Cello Suites.

Major: Meditation, more.

in

#5152936

1

#5151277

Tchaikovsky: Violin Concerto

Plus Holberg Suite.

In

I

Yesterday, Blackbird, more,

Mutter,

Grieg: Peer Gynt Suites Nos.

Moscow

CDs #5263665

Battle.

exclusive,

Canadian Brass:

Bell'ltalla.

more. An

Bach: Goldberg Variations.
Glenn Gould. #5165413

Van Cliburn

Bach: Complete

Unaccompanied

Performs

St. Martin/Marriner.

& Chorus/de Sabata.

Ravel: Piano Trio (1914).
Gershwin, more. Eroica Trio.

#5152141

Scarlatti, Paganini,

CDs

Beeston Pipe Band. 2
Vaugfian Wllllains: Hymns
Organ Preludes. Marlow.

of

6.

New York

#5166725

Vivaldi: 6 Flute
10.

Tchaikovsky: Symphony No.
Oslo Philharmonic/Jansons.

Also

1.

Oflenbach, Von Suppe

Celtic Lullaby Baloo Baleerie,

&

Trios for Piano, Clarinet

The Musical Heritage Society invites you
to enjoy membership with

Trio

Horowitz: Early Romantics.

#5150698

2 CDs. #5264431

We'll rush your choice of 6

CDs

to

you

for only $5.94

plus shipping and handling. About every three
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complimentary Musiail Heritage Review. Each issue

E-mail (optional)

commentaries by knov\'ledgeable
We believe our selection of
the finest recordings is so tempting, we don't need to
pressure you to buy. That's why we place no purchase
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Brahms: Ein deutsches
Requiem. Grammy® Winner!
San Francisco Symphony S
Chorus/Blomstedt. #5143099

Revieivs include "Recordings of Distinction" singled

Arthur Fiedler and the Boston
PopsPlay the Beatles. 16

offers insightful

writers

on

classical music.

out by our editors for special excellence.
to receive that selection,

be sent automatically.
selection, or

none

If

at all,

If

you'd

like

you need do nothing; it will
you'd prefer an alternate
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at least ten

every recording you buy.

The Complete Rags

of Scott

Joplin. 34 Iracks. Albright.

2

_
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Phone;
I

I

I

I

I

I

case
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I
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—
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always have
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UNIVERSE

Dark and Darker
There's a lot more gravity in the cosmos

than meets the eye.

By Nell deCrasse Tyson

that

Gravity,

most

nature's forces,

best-

phenomenon

and least-understood
the

in

Newton

until Sir Isaac

of
both the

familiar
is

cosmos. Not
turned his at-

from something other than

anates

matter. In any event, the experts are

is

high

for the gravity

today than they were in the 1930s.

field

That's

—and no

when

closer to

the colorfully contentious

Swiss-American astrophysicist

enteenth century did anybody figure

Zwicky

out that gravity's mysterious "action

there

distance"

a

Newton was

is

the

caused by matter.
first

to realize that a

simple algebraic equation could de-

is

discovered the
far

more

first

Fritz

sign that

gravity in the

cosmos

and other
ble objects could ever account
Where was the "missing mass"?
than the

stars, galaxies,

visifor.

the planets.
stein

early

And

not until Albert Ein-

pondered gravity
twentieth

the

constellation

The dark matter
is

—

all

to explain

85 per-

the gravity in the universe

felt,

no guarantee that
substance: maybe "excess"
There's

it

conclusion on an

his

intimate relation between the total

amount of matter

in a galaxy cluster

and the observed speeds of its orbiting
member galaxies. Assuming the
is not in some odd state
of expansion or coUapse, if you
know the size of the cluster, and
if you can estimate its mass, you
can invoke Newton's equation

matter.

to

what the

calculate

orbital

honor of an anqueen who willingly
cut off her tresses). Isolated and richly

planet in the solar system. All you

cient Egyptian

need

(a

populated, the

even

sible orbit like

a

em-

Latin phrase

Coma

cluster Hes

more

than 300 million light-years from

about

is

a similar calcula-

"hair of Berenice," in

Earth.
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to be irdsbehaving.

tion for the orbital speed of each

no one

gravity

Some

meaning

or tasted.

originates in a substance that

has ever seen, touched,

cluster.

some source of grav-

You can do

feel,

why

Coma

gravity

speed of its galaxies should be.

and taste.
Yet for nearly three-quarters of a century astrophysicists have been waiting

someone

of the

at least

Zwicky based

Einstein

kind you can

cent of

the

—

to the rest

common,

on average, than ordinary

Berenices

for

rights,

bound by

they clearly seemed

in the universe

six times more

thing other than ordinary matter, the

touch,

all

he observed ought to have
been flung off into deep space ^yet

thought he was describing anysee,

By

cluster together.

—seemed

Coma

clus-

cluster

ergy or both.

Newton nor

trace

Coma

matter to be holding the

galaxies

did

anyone figure out that action at
a distance is better understood
as a warp of space-time, caused
by the presence of matter or enNeither

that

astonishingly

exerted by aU of the

ter's visible

ity

Zwicky had been studying the
Coma cluster, a titanic ensemble
of galaxies far beyond the local stars

in the

century

—much too high

matter

scribe the gravitational attraction be-

tween any two bodies, and that from
that equation you could "weigh" the
Earth and predict the future orbits of

Zwicky discovered

galaxies,

an answer

clueless

tention to the problem in the late sev-

at

dozen

that their average speed

Thousands of
its

center,

galaxies revolve

moving

in every pos-

bees circUng a beehive.

By measuring

the

motion of

a

few

to

know

is

the planet's naass, the

and the distance between
well-known quantities by
the two
now. Calculate what the orbital speed
of the Earth should be, and then measure the actual speed. The two figures
will agree. But suppose you measured
Earth's speed and it came out ten
Sun's mass,

—

Rupert Deese, Swimmer, 1988

times greater than Newton's laws said
it

should be.

Knowing

that Earth's ve-

of escape from the solar system
only one-sixth that figure, you'd

locity
is

why

have to wonder

Earth (and

all

ting visible Ught. For a short time, in
fact, investigators

named

the problem

"missing light" rather than "missing
mass."

But even when astrophysicists
problem was sur-

realized that the true

the other planets) hadn't flown the

plus gravity, they hurried to invent

coop long

presumed source, bestowing upon
the spooky name "dark matter."

ago.

Coma

In the

cluster,

Zwicky found,

were traveling taster than the
escape velocity he calculated for them.

its
it

Hence

the cluster should have flung

within several hundred

million years of its

of

a trace

birth, leaving barely

Coma's

existence. Yet

its

symmetrical beehive shape bespeaks an
age perhaps
the universe

In

's

as

that ot

itself.

Just

as astrophysicists

general

some form of dark matter out there.
Something was creating enough gravprevent the expected drop-off

gravity,

It

galaxies

spiral

present

anomaly. Beyond the lumigalaxies, scattered

of the cosmos, are a few gas clouds

and isolated regions where bright stars
are being born. By observing such
star-forming regions, Rubin could
trace

the gravity field

beyond the

galaxy's visible edge. If those regions

every

spiral

not in

a

to

from one kind of astrophysienvironment to another. Dark
matter is most dominant in large entities such as galax)' clusters, and un-

stantially

cal

measurable in small entities such as
planets. The surface gravity- of Earth,
for instance, can
tirely

trace

of dropping

remote

locations.

off,

without

a

even in the most

be accounted for en-

by the ordinary matter

difllisely

their speeds stayed high,

Averaged
cosmic dark

ratio.

matter "oursveighs" visible matter by a
factor of six. But the ratio varies sub-

dropped. But Rubin discovered that

subject only to

galaxy ever observed.

one-to-one

Perhaps the absent

—

came

loosely track each other in space, but

Einstein's

mass was just ordinary matter that happened to be dark burned-out stars,
for instance, that were no longer emit-

astrophysicists

Ordinary matter and dark matter

and gas clouds were
the gravity of the visible matter in the
galactic disk, their orbital speeds out
there in Nowheresville should have

too weak to require

turns out that the "extra"

which

under your

the corrective treatment of
relativity.

she reasoned, there must also be

across the entire universe,

across the largely empty, "rural" areas

is

stars,

and her colleagues discovered that in-

nous disk of such

galaxy clusters

sustained orbital speeds of the tracer

to at least ten times the radius ot

tern.

—

matter

account tor the

ward

ters

—

to

dark-matter halo, extends out-

a similar

were found to have the same patThat meant no one could dismiss
the Coma cluster as a renegade, and
the significance of the problem became correspondingly magnified.
Who or what ^was to blame? Newton? Not likely. His theory had survived two and a half centuries ot
testing. Einstein? Nope. Even the formidable gravit)' operating within

zone

hmmm.

visible

call a

dividual

that

were growing

enough

accustomed to their ignorance, the
problem of dark matter reared its invisible head somewhere else. During
the 1970s and 1980s Vera Rubin, an
astronomer at the Carnegie Institution
of Washington in Washington, D.C.,

followed

decades

in the outer

in speed.

discovery, other galaxy clus-

the

Zwicky

venerable

as

If there isn't

ity to

galaxies

itself apart

Things that make you go

dark matter

feet.

So don't

try to

that's

blame

if you're o\-erweight.

That variation in

ratios

is

a sure sign

that dark matter distributes itself

more

than ordinary matter. Other-

wise, SLX pieces of dark matter

would

be cHnging to eveiy chunk ot ordinary matter. As tar as an)'one can tell.
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Join us for loads

of Halloween fun,
including trick-or-

that's

not the way things

Given the six-to-one

treating, live

performances^ ;#-aft
activities, FQaining
characters,

though,

and more §

are.

the or-

ratio, all

dinar\';

recognizable matter in the uni-

verse

the stuff }xju and

—

I

made

are

—amounts to no more than a minor

of

ingredient in the birth, evolution, and

of the cosmos. Get over it.

fate

Newl:on's law of

MOND.

called

modified

gra\"it\"

Newtonian dynamics,

affectionately

Admitting that stan-

dard Newtonian dynamics works just
fine on the scale of stars and planets,
Milgrom su^ested that Newton

needed help

at the scale

of galaxies and

His solution was to add
a term to Newi:on's equation
a term
galax\' clusters.

Best
Meet your

favorite characters

such

as Snoopy, Guriqus George,

Clifford the Big

Red Dog.™

Miss Frizzler>nd

others-

Trick-or-treat throughout the

Museum and join
activities,

in fun

including Halloween

entertainment by

the Big Apple Circus,

David Grover and the Big Bear
Band, Big Nazo, and Louie-

Halloween Space Show in the

Hayden Planetarium-

Come in your Halloween
costume'
Admission

$8-00 per person
($7-00 for Museum Members)Special Monster Meal packages,
is

which include admission,
are available for $15-00
($14-00 for Members).
Space

is

limited-

Reserve your tickets today.

212-769-5200
Or visit www-amnh-org.
Call

Candy donated by MasterfoodsUSA-

mihar.

is

AIG
Amerigai^

Museum^
Natural
History

do much

onh"

useless.

else that's fa-

neither absorbs nor emits

It

K^t, rendering

And

telescopes practically

so a big, basic question

mass, and

all

mass has

gravity,

does aU

life

marily

as a

computational tool, Mil-

grom

didn't rule out the possibiht\"

that

referred to an unheralded

it

phe-

nomenon of nature.

MOND

enjoyed some success de-

scribing isolated spiral galaxies, but

it

sure dark matter

simply matter that happens to be

nism for calculating the motions of

How

can

we be

dark? Investigators

ined

all

exam-

the plausible can-

—

didates

as if

they

"Dark matter"

\\'ere

looking over the suspects

pohce lineup.

made of black holes
come fixjm stars? No,
ories

of

Is

whether

tha:

really matter at all.

it's

stellar evolutioi:

and

besides,

absorb or otherwise interact with light
firom the stars behind them,

which

interstellar

more complex
ple galaxies.

SN'stems,

More

jumps through hoops

multi-

as

MOND

amThing
where galaxhad not yet formed. In early 2003

about the
ies

such

important,

eail\-

to say

unh"eTse,

NASA published a portrait

of the cos-

Is it

mic microwave background made by

or intergalactic planets, as-

the Wilkinson MicTOw^a^'e Anisotropy
Probe (WIVIAP); that image, combined
with data Srom other telescopes, isolated and measured the effects of dark

genuine dark matter doesn't do.

of w^ch emit
own? Seems unlikeh"

or comets,

no Ught of their

all

hard to beUe\-e the urm^erse wxjuld

lock up six times as
planets as it does in
ever\'

knows

the-

dark clouds of gas? No, they would

much mass

Sun, or even

If

stars.

would be 6,000

there

hut no one

all right,

such a huge quantity of black holes
would have shov\Ti up in other ways. Is

teroids,

wields gravity,

it

rule out that possibihtv;

it's

to

applied to great distances.

was not conceived as a complete theory' of gra\'it\; and so it lacks a mecha-

have matter?

gra\"it\"

it

when

come

Althougji the term was intended pri-

remains unanswered: If all matter has

it

in

had,

Jupiters for

less likeh;

2 million

—

matter in the early universe

MOND

leaving

wdth nothing to contribute,

awaiting a likely burial in the graveyard

of creative but wrong ideas.

Earths per Sun. But in our o^ti solar
s\"stem

—

^if

that's a t\'pical

Dark

example

the mass of ever\-thing other than the

Sun adds up
1

This advertjsisnienc

something

wields gravity,

doesn't

it

—

mathematicalts' rigged to

else altogether. Yes, it

but

in a

See a spooky new-

figure,

matter that

it's

isn't

live

isn't just

happens to be dark:

origami and arts and crafts-

Enjoy

can

as astrophysicists

dark matter

to less than two-tenths

of

paid for by

nothing

else

works,

scientists

sometimes question the foundations of
their assumptions. In the earh' 1980s
the plK'sicist Mordehai IVhlgtom of the
Weizmann Institute of Science ki Rehovot, Israel, proposed a new twist to

20

though m\^terious,
and helps

demysti^-

many phenomena

w"Ould otherwise go unexplained.

percent of the solar mass.

When

matter,

has quite real effects,
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that

By

the time the imiverse was half a mil-

hon

years old, matter

had begun to

coalesce into the blobs that later be-

came

galax\' clusters

during

its

universe

and superclusters;

next half million years the

grew by 50

percent. All the

Friday,

October 31
4-7p-m.

L^
i.V.--

.^.

:i

^^:^

.-:

''•^U'^%^

lkiA\is<

American Museum
Central

Natural History
Park West at 79th Street
o

^

—

lwo compering effbns w-ere at
was tning to collect and

while,

work;

gra\'it\"

concentrate matter: cosmic expansion

was

tr^-ing to dilute

the math,
the

you

gra^^dtv-

of

it.

"^S-Tien

you do

rapidly conclude that
ordinar\- matter

could

won

the batde on its own. It
and that help came from
the gra\-it\^ of daik matter. Without
dark matter the universe would have
no structures: no galaxies, no stars, no
planets, no astrophysicists. How much

not have

needed

extra

help,

gra\"ity

did ordinary matter

need? Six times as much as it could
provide on its own.
Dark matter plawd another crucial
role a couple of minutes after the big
bang, when the universe was dense
and fier^s; and protons began to form'
hydrogen nuclei. Within that cosmic
crucible, other atomic nuclei were

soon forged by nuclear fiision: signiof hehum, as well
as minute quantities of deuteritun

ficant quanriries

of the deuterium in the process.
As it happens, all the deuterium in
the cosmos was manufactured immediately after the big bang. And because deuterium is readily consumed
in the cores of stars, the most unevolved regions of the cosmos should
hold no more of the stuiffthan existed
at the end of the ftision era, after the
first tew minutes of the universe. And
sure enough, the spectra of galaxies
whose gas clouds ha\^ been only minimaHy processed show one deuterium
atom in every hundred thousand. Just
what one w^ould expect nxjm a bigbai^ birthday suit wrapped in a darkmatter blanket.

Astrophysicists are generalh' reluctant to base calculations

on thinffi

Ha^ing
derstand

resisted all attempts to

kind of Rorschach

test for invesriga-

tors. Gravit\' skeprics say

understand

ally
cists

un-

dark matter has become a

it,

we

don't re-

gravity'. Parricle

physi-

be some

say dark matter could

ghosdy

class

Maybe

the parricles interact through

of undiscovered

parricle.

likely)

some unknown addimaybe (and more
they do respond to normal

forces,

but so weakly that the parricles

gravit^^ plus

tional force, or

Or how

are virtually undetectable.

about the cosmic exotica that sometimes appear in "theories of everything"? Perhaps a parallel, phantom
imiverse exists right next to ours, revealed only through its gravity. We'U
never actually run into its matter, but

we might feel

its

tug.

they don't understand. Unrelenting
skeptics will surely

compare the dark

Whi:e-.-er

matter of toda\" with the hypothetical,

now-defiinct "luminiferous aether"

dark matter

is.

though,

cnecfs in the contemporaiy

i:s

universe are straightforward

enough

to calculate. It doesn't appear to interact throtigh the strong force, so

Without dark matter the universe would have
no galaxies, no

stars,

no planets, no

(which is hydrogen with a neutron
added to the nucleus) and Hthium.
Of the four forces of nature, the

—

strong nuclear force

the one that

packs protons and neutrons together

—

to form nuclei
was the prime mover
back then. By the time the temperature dropped below" the threshold for
fiision, one in ten nuclei in the universe had become helium, one in a
hundred thousand deuterium, and
one in 5 biUion hthium. The rest
about 90 percent of all nuclei
remained hydrogen.

What

if all the

dark matter durit^

few minutes after the big bang
had been dark ordinar\" matter? Six
the

first

rimes as

many

interacrive parricles

would have been squeezed into the infant uim^rse. That huge extra quanritv"
of oidinar)" maaer, gur^-ho as it was
for fiision, would have dramarically
pumped up the fiision rate of hydrogen but wx)uld have consumed much
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can't

ricles

of physicists had proposed as the carrier of li^t waves. But
dark-matter ignorance is fimdamentally different worn aether ignorance.
Whereas the aether was a cover for scientific cluelessness, dark matter is notmerely presumed to exist. Its gravity

p

ullin g

it

shown

to exist.

No

one

out of thin space. In

is

fact,

dark matter is no less real than the
hundred-plus planets now" knowna to
discovered solely

—

Sun planets
by the e&cts of their

orbit stars other than the

on their central star.
Other unrelenting skeptics might
declare, "Seeing is behe\dng." That
premise may make you a good carpenter or cook or resident of Missouri, but it w^on't make you a good
gra\'itv'

not about seeing;
it's about measuring
preferably with
something that's not your owti eyes,
w-hich are inextricably conjoined
wdth the ba^age of your brain.
physicist. Physics

is

—

it

nuclei. It doesn't interact

through the wreak force, so its pardon't decay into hghter ones. It
doesn't interact through the electro-

astrophysicists.

that generarions

has been

make

magnetic force, so it doesn't make
molecules, nor does it absorb, emit,
or otherwise scatter

reflect,

light.

It

exerts gravity? that ordinary" matter

responds

End of stor\?. Beginning

to.

of ignorance.

But so far as anyone knows, the
march of astrophysics hasn't yet been
derailed or stymied by that bit of uncertainty.

We

astrophysicists

don't

know w^hat the stuff is.
Nevertheless, we carry^ it along as a

happen

to

strange fiiend, and invoke

it

w"herever

and whenever the universe demands.
And by doing so, we get all the right

—except

answ-ers

to the question that

matters most.
Astrophysicist Neil deGrasse Tyson

Frederick P.

Rose Director of

Planetarium in

a dozen of his

New

is

the

the Haydeii

York City. Videotapes of

lectures,

under

rfie title

"My

Faivrite Universe," were recently released by

the Teaching

All

tu'elve ate

Company

{www.teachco.com).

based on essays that haiv ap-

peared in Natural Histor\^
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The Cayman Islands
"outh of Cuba, rhe Caymans consist of a

Grand Cayman, Caj-man
renowTied for

rfieir

Brac,

trio

and litde CaNTnan.

All are

spectacular coral reds, sun-kissed beaches,

waters teeming \\idi fish flecked with gold, and a grand 500 years

of culture,

The
start

histor}',

best

and

known

is

Grand Ca)'man, a

your ad\'enture. George Town, the

of the

finest cuisine

great place to

capital dty, boasts

some

and shopping in the Caribbean, and you can

also explore the islands' rich histor\' here. In addition to
class

scuba diving, snorkeling, and

sea to teed the stingra)^,

relax

"Sister Islands,"

you with

their

Cayman

'ailin g,

an excursion to the

miles long

and two nules wide, CavTnan Brac

shaDow

sites

over 200 bird species

interested in naniral

histon'.

make sure to \Tsit the sixt}"-fi\fe-acre

Queen

Elizabeth 11 Botanic Park

and the

femous

is

The Brac

also

is

home

mosdv undeveloped.

than 100 and
its

is

a nature lovers paradise.

and

sand}' beaches

mangrove

forests, salt

coastline,

ponds, and

The

wedands speckled with

orchids.

ing here

Among the must-

\isit

is

stops

outstanding.
is

the

colony in the Caribbean

gmdes you througji Grand Caymans largest

20,000

the

Canbbeans

last

drj' forest

remaining examples of the

drv; subtropical forest.

booby

—more

birds.

bird-

Booby Pond Nature

Reserve, with the largest red-footed

of untouched, old gpjwrh

to

Litde Ca}'man has a population of less

footpath through unspoiled woodlands

among

its

sloping, vertical walls as well as

National Trust's Mastic TiaU. This two-mile

area

for

And just ei^t miles east of Cayman Brac lies Litde CavTnan.
Srill

lagoons,

first

bike,

dieir way to \rarmer weathen

Explore

Columbus. If youie

Walk, hike,

and is a stopping-ofiFplace for many birds on

landing by Christopher

the

Its

burst with coral growth.
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revisit

lifestvie.
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world-

plan a trip under the

Brac and Litde Cayman, will

unique Caribbean

superb dhing and snorkeling.
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island

The

of islands:

There are nature

sites

than
with

viewing platforms overlooking wild iguanas, egrets.
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birds.
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Cultural Center, in Waldorf, to learn about Native American
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depicts the history of African

life

Society,

Americans in

Charles County. In the Capital Region, near Washington, D.C.,
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about space

travel at

the Central Region,
its

visit

NASA Goddard Space Flight Center.

Baltimore, the

cultural attractions as well as

the Harbor's

its

state's largest city,

In

known for

famed Inner Harbor. Don't miss

renowned National Aquarium, which houses

sharks,

dolphins, sea turdes, and thousands of other aquatic animals.

Maryland's lovely capital
hotos:

Middleton Evans/Maryland Dept. of Toari

capital.
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—

thing
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culture, and the great outdoors

—

then Maryland

is

Nature
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home of Deep Creek
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Lake, rushing waterfalls,

Appalachian Trail. Here you'll

and Maryland's

want

tallest

to miss the

the states Western Region,

and a portion of the

find the rugged Allegheny Mountains,

moimtain, Backbone. Civil

Anrietam National

Batdefield, site

War

buffs won't

of the bloodiest

single-day battie of the war. In the Southern Region, plan
for birding: Charles

County alone has 321

species

some time

of birds, including

bald eagles, and miles of marshes teeming with wildlife. Charles also
is

a center of early Maryland history. Visit the Maryland Indian

is

also

Americas

And finally,

town

is still

Shore, between the Chesapeake

Just south

an important maritime

on

and boardwalk of Ocean City, a year-round resort.

of Ocean

this

City, wild ponies

roam

the beaches
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one legend, the
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center.
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sailing
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the sandy beaches
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dragged away by
could get to

wide-awake.

predator before

a

I

The thought jolted me

it.

It

was 3:00 A.M., and the

Sun wouldn't be up for hours. The
cold stillness hardly beckoned me out
of my sleeping bag. I rationalized:

How could
anyway?

Q

alt

O

A

deseit

in

find the trap in the dark,

deserts or salt pans

—

—

"sahnas"

America are among the
most extreme habitats on Earth. In
some cases they formed where ancient
seas once intruded on the land, then
retreated and evaporated, leaving crystalline salts
mainly sodium chloride
behind. In other areas, where
arid mountains surrounded enclosed
basins, salts weathered trom the uplands by seasonal precipitation were
in Latin

—

—

de Pipanaco, an enclosed basin in northern Argentina,
is home to a rare species of rodent. The animals dig their tunnels in some of the
natural mounds that pepper the landscape. Fresh tracks provide good clues to
salt

I

decided to wait for dawn.

I

the Boison

the whereabouts of the tunnels' occupants.

carried with the runofl' into the valley

below; again,

Desert Dreams
Seeking the

secret

when

the water evapo-

rated, the salts remained.

ever

way

the

salts

But

in

what-

accumulated, even-

tually they covered the soil with a
bhndingly white patina. Few species,
plant or animal, can survive in the for-

mammals of the saU pans

bidding habitat.

Among

By Michael A. Mares

several

Salinas

the

into

forays

Grandes

—one of Ar-

gentina's great salt deserts

Frank Conibear) that can seize and

the world.

animals without the need for

bait.

kill

The

of biologists was looking for

to catch anything in

salt-pan specialist with a

a

of unique genetic information.
Our failure was Kke a weight I carried
with me every day. The bad news, I
store

told

my

would go back one more
were groans;
trip.

we

three co-workers, was that

it

was

I

There

hard

a long,

The good news,

we wouldn't

time.

said,

dig anymore.

was

field

that

Moving

tons of earth had already proved to be

no way
to

be

to

fmd our

quarry,

presumed

a rodent.

The

year before,

Conibear

I

had brought some

traps to Argentina, spring-

(the

loaded traps (named for their inventor,

problem had been figuring out where

mammal,

goosefoot family

Chenopodiaceae, or chenopods), w^hich
thrive in hot salt deserts throughout

we had dug up mysterious burrows,
but we had never discovered what
kind of animal made them. Our team
a rare

the

in

cies

On

the exceptions are certain

halophytic, or salt-tolerant, plant spe-

would
had never been able

to place the traps so that animals
step into

them.

I

Conibear traps bepinned my hopes on

but now I
them. "There must be some reason I
carted them down here," I told myself

fore,

Back we went,

to the

Gran Chaco

by
and made camp. That
spread out my two dozen

area of Central Argentina, the road

now
first

familiar,

day

I

Conibear traps, while the others set
our standard array of baited traps.
There was nothing to do now but
wait. In the frigid winter night, I
dreamed that a new, rare, salt-desert
rodent got caught in one of my traps.
In my dream, though, the animal was

The

salt

concentrations in

the stems and leaves of these plants are

many
the

times what they are in seawater;

keep precious fluids in the
cells from being drawn by os-

salts

plants'

motic pressure into the salty soil. At
the same time, as the water in their
cells evaporates, the plants must prevent their internal

salt

concentrations

from getting too high. Many halophytes compensate for evaporation by
depositing salt crystals on the surfaces
of their leaves, giving the leaves a
grayish silver cast.

Halophytic chenopods. such

as salt-

bushes, are green throughout the year,

and

their lush color

might mislead one

into thinking they are an ideal tbod

source for plant-eating mammals. In
fact,

almost no

mammals

can process

November 2003 natural history
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of

their high concentrations

hi

salts,

how-

concentrated urine that removes those

few remarkable exceptions

Those adaptations enable the rodent to rely on the evergreen saltbush

have been discovered, some only quite

plants for sustenance throughout the

recently. All the species are rodents

year.

that have evolved highly speciahzed

thought

three nidely separated deserts,
ever,

a

sur\i\"ing

overcome the challenge ot
on the salt-filled \'egetation

of the

pans.

features to

salt

The

first

such species to be discov-

salts.

(Dipodowys

niicrops).

Kangaroo

rats

years ecologists

mammal

was the only

it

to

third species, native to a third desert

Argentine Monte.

habitat: the

worked

had

I

have solved the riddle ot living on the

first

poisonous saltbush.

region, a 1,200-mile-long strip of
western Argentina, in the 1970s,
when 1 studied the evolurion of the
mammals of the Monte. On one of
my field trips, I had hoped to find a
httle-known rodent called the plains,

Then,

the

in

1980s,

biologists

began to study another desert

ered was the chisel-toothed kangaroo
rat

But for many

The two saltbush-eating species remained the only ones known to science until the 1990s. But m 1995 I
was able to determine that there is a

denizen, the fat sand rat

(

PsamnwiuYS

in this biogeographical

( TYmpaiwctomys
was known to be
a ratlike creature with a somewhat
bushy-ripped taU, which presumably

or red, viscacha
barreme).

The

rat

species

lived in saltbush areas near salt

had been

It

classified

Octodontidae.

a family

has inhabited South

flats.

among

the

of rodents that

America

for tens

of years. But the plains viscacha rat had not been tound again in
four decades, and only a tew museum
specimens were available tor study.
ot millions

My own
up

mer
loving desert plants in the Great Basin Desert ofd^e western United States.

was the first mammal discovered that could cope with such
absence of a source of freshwater.

food

salty

in

It

a

North American

farrdly

of

rodents well knowTi for li\ing in arid
habitats,

where they forage almost ex-

They seldom have

clusively for seeds.

access to drinking water, but instead

get

most of

their moisture

from

di-

gesting the seeds.

Even among kangaroo

rats,

the chisel-toothed species

is

the

of the northern Sahara. The

same family as
the house mouse and the Norway and

species belongs to the

black

but

rats,

it is

only distantly re-

unusual.

rat has

—

The kan-

long hind legs on which

who

from leaves with
and its kidneys excrete a highly concentrated urine.
Having embarked long ago on distinct evolutionaiy journeys in widely
separated arid areas of the planet, the
two species have converged in certain
remarkable details of their anatoni)-.
physiolog}-, behavior, and ecolog}-.

scrapes

saltbush

incisors,

leaves

against

the

thereby peeling a\vay

the cn^staUine layer of salt.

The succu-

lent green leaf tissues that

remain

stiU

contain high levels of salt, but the

rat's

specialized kidneys

produce

a highly
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Studies

and sev-

cit\;

Chilean colleagues, finally colsome Hve specimens ot the elu-

lected

sive animal. In the

decades that had

passed since the species had

been

first

rodents underscore the remoteness of

it
hops
namesake

lower

Zone

vestigators discovered that the plains

basic

rat.

Unlike other species in the family,
which have pointed upper and lower
incisors, the upper incisors of D. microps have a broad cutting edge, and
the lower incisors have the bladelike
profile of a wood chisel. Investigators

it

Mendoza

captured, scientific techniques had

kangaroo

garoo

States in the 1970s discovered that

eral

in

Even the
body forms of the two desert

lated to the

their evolutionan- kinship.

studied the animal in the Great

came

my for-

student. Ricardo Ojeda, an Ar-

the Institute of Arid

though,

Basin Desert of the western United

30

obesiis)

1980s

genrine desert biologist working for

(lADIZA)
belong to

search in the 1970s

short, but in the late

rat looks

bit

a

like

its

in miniature.

more hke

Australian

The

fat

sand

a gerbil. Yet, just

like the chisel-toothed

kangaroo

rat,

the fat sand rat inhabits saltbush areas
in a desert;

it

feeds

scrapes salt crystals
its

lower

incisors;

on

the saltbush;

entered the era of genomics.
viscacha rat has 102 pairs of

The

in-

chromo-

number then
known for a mammal. At the rime,
the nearest known relative of the
somes,

the

highest

plains viscacha rat
cacha. rat,
six

was another

Octomys miinax, with

vis-

fifiy-

chromosomes.

it

the mid-1990s, working in
InMonte
desert \\ith Janet Braun.

the

colleague at the

a

Sam Noble Oklahoma

Museum

of Natural Histon,- in Norman, and Robert B. Channell, then a
graduate smdent at the Umversin." ot
Oklahoma and now of Fort Hays State
Universit}' in Kansas, I was finally able
to capture several plains \iscacha rats

—

We

alive.

homes

learned that they

mounds

in

through

make their
formed

largely

erosion and deposition.

soil

afford protection from

The mounds

sum-

the floodwaters that arise each

when monsoonlike

and
mer,
runoff water from the surrounding
mountains inundate the parched salt

A

flats.

mound

typical

rains

many

and burrows

at

purposes, the rodent has three

sets

of incisors with which to deal with
the salt-encrusted leaves.

And

like the

North American kangaroo rat and the
North African fat sand rat, the South
American plains viscacha rat also

as thirty

more than one genSometimes several mounds lie

mounds houses

only one plains viscacha

rat.

became convinced
salt

scattered

flats

of northern Argentina could
other

harbor

salt-pan

In 1999, along with

We

examined a captive animal in a
where I fed it samples of
the plants that grow on the mounds.
It refused to feed on most of them,
but when saltbush was offered, the
creature quickly gobbled up the grayleaves.

the plant in

moved

its

I

noticed that

its

face

forepaws,

as

it

and mouth, so

some

we

thorny mesquite

large,

entered the

only slightly larger than BBs.

them, they were
and the leaves had obviously been cropped by a rodent.
The mounds occurred in clusters of
as many as six, and the larger mounds
were connected to several smaller
ones. Each was about twelve feet by
extremely

held

that at

tasted

I

salty,

—

somewhat smaller than the
mounds of the plains viscacha rat
and had many openings. A few were

times they appeared to vibrate. Bits of
plant tissue flew aside,

trees,

But when

rapidly

it

woodland with

balls,

terrarium,

green

were uphfted.

After crossing through dense desert

of saltbush; instead, the leaves were
compressed into small bluish green

I

forests

or set of

tain chains

plant lacked the broad, grayish leaves

rat,

vast

eration.

mound

sometime in the past
Andean moun-

of the National University of Tu-

the

throughout the deserts and arid thorn

each

isolated

5 million years, as the

specialists.

cacha
that

perhaps dug over

close together. Surprisingly, however,

1

Ruben Barquez

After our work with the plains vis-

openings

three different levels,

become

salt flat and
began to search for teUtale mounds
that might belong to our hypothedcai
rodent. Within half an hour we had
found mounds riddled with tunnels
that looked urJike the mounds of any
species
we were familiar with.
Tellingly, the only vegetation growing
on or near them was a halophytic
chenopod, Heterostachys ritleriana. The

proved to have kidneys that produce
highly concentrated urine.

thirty feet

is

long, ten feet wide, and three feet
high, with as

cal

six feet

sticking

to the glass walls of the terrarium.

was

as-

covered with fresh rodent

tracks.

We

tonished to find that they were the

salt

grabbed our shovels and began to

dig.

As

I

gathered up the

bits, I

How

covering of the leaves.

rodent manage to

did the

from
examined its
mouth. Not too surprisingly, it had
broad upper incisors and chiselshaped lower incisors. But remarkably,
in the soft tissue of the mouth, the animal appeared to have an extra pair of
upper incisors, something no one had
noticed while preparing the few mu-

was
plug
Our customary
burrow openings with
tactic

strip the salt

the leaves so quickly?

the

I

Sahbushes

—such as

hand

this Atripiex

canescens,

which ranges from northern Mexico to
southern Canada

The

—excrete excess
salt crystals that

salt

onto

form not

only discourage consumption by herbivores,

structures with a

lens (and later

with a hght mi-

but

may

also help protect the plants from the

intense sunlight.

croscope and an electron microscope),
I

found

that the extra "teeth" are ac-

tually stiffened bristles

tomicrograph

oil

of hair

page 32].

The

and Braun, I traveled to a salt desert
within the Bolson de Pipanaco, in
Catamarca Province, Argentina. An
enclosed basin that runs 120 miles
from north to south, and as wide as 80
miles, the Bolson de Pipanaco appeared to be just the kind of place
where another octodontid might have

only look like teeth, but are also
tips of the lower

incisors are.

the

way

the true upper

(Both upper and lower
growing throughout

incisors continue

the animal's Hfe.)

Hence

for

all

Monica Diaz of

bristles

sharpened against the

much

in Ai'gentina,

Texas Tech University in Lubbock,

are gathered into bundles that not

incisors,

cuman

pho-

[see

practi-

live

with a door that
traps
swings shut when an animal enters,
thus capturing the animal alive), expecting to catch the animal as it raced
(boxhke

their leaves.

seum specimens.
Examining these

to

traps

away from the mound in panic. We
found burrows at several levels, with
many intersecting passages and large
chambers at the intersections.
We would foUow a tunnel from the
central part of the

mound

we had

the exit. As each

placed

at

to the trap

tunnel was opened and cleared, we
would move on to the next. But after

opening an
nothing.

ond

—and mo\'—we had tound

entire cluster

ing half a ton of

soil

We began to excavate a secWe uncovered food stores

cluster.

but no traps slammed
about thirty tunnels
There
were
shut.
in the mound complex, some as deep
as three feet underground and snaking

and

latrines,
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among

the tough roots ot the

salt plants.

Finally only a sin-

gle tunnel remained. If an an-

imal occupied the cluster at
all, it

All
alert,

had to be here.
of us were on high
waiting for it to run

into the

We

last trap.

cleared

away the fmal bit of tunnel.
Then: Nothing. Our hopes
were dashed. We stared at
the sand as if willing an ani-

mal

Suddenly Janet

to appear.

screamed, "There

it

is!"

We

watched transfLxed as a large
golden rodent with a bright
.::-own fifteen times natural size, is one of a pair of suchi
Bundle of bns'
red bushy tail sprang from the
bundles on the mouth of the plains viscacha rat (Tympanoctomys barrerae) of western
sand and tried to escape.
Argentina (right). The bundles act as an extra pair of upper incisors, enabling the animal
Monica dove on the animal to quickly strip salt off the surface ofsaltbush leaves. The animal belongs to the rodent
and grabbed it. It was beautifamily Octodontidae, a group whose fossil record in South America extends back tens of
millions of years. Such rare desert mammals embody ancient genetic lineages that are
ful. We all leaped with joy and
not preserved in the continent's biologically rich rainforests.
hugged one another. We had
found It! As we examined our
America, for instance, more genera
being irrigated with so-called fossil
prize it seemed obvious that it beand famihes of mammals occur in the
water underground aquifers that aclonged to no genus and species that
cumulated in ancient times. Eventually
had ever before been described. But it
grasslands, scrublands, and deserts of
the water table of the valley wiE drop,
was, indeed, an octodontid.
the continent than live in the vast
-

—

w
reus,

its

valley

Amazonian
e

named our

viscacha

rat,

find the golden

Pipanacoctomys au-

genus reflecting the isolated

where

lives

it

name highhghting

its

and its species
golden color.

Like the plains viscacha

rat,

it

has a

of Httle toothhke brushes behind
its upper incisors, but they are less
pronounced and less stiff than they are
in the plains species. The golden viscacha rat has ninety-two chromosomes. Because genetic analysis shows
pair

that this animal

is

the closest relative of

the plains viscacha

the high

rat,

ber of chromosomes in the

num-

latter spe-

no longer seems so anomalous.
xdscacha rat is an ex-

cies

The golden

tremely rare species, occurring over
less

than ten square miles of salt desert.

That gives

it

one of the most

ranges of any

Why
little

restricted

mammal.

bother

rodents?

at all

with these few

To most people,

their

In some ways, however, deserts have a
more distinctive biodiversity than the

32

tropical forests: In
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one or two mammahan
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South

the drainage pattern of the

salt flat will

change, and the plants that the golden
\ascacha rat depends

on

will disappear.

tamilies are

restricted to the tropical forest proper.

My

might have ended here,

story

colonized them and gradually evolved

had not been so persistent in
convincing my colleagues to trs^ our
luck again. That was how, during our
year 2000 field season, we had come to
the Salinas Grandes, to begin a survey

unique adaptations. With time those
early colonists differentiated through

the thorn forest of

natural selection into species, genera,

known

It is

in

hard for any organism to survive

extremely

today's deserts

arid

regions.

began

milUons of years ago, some

and even
dants,

families.

When

to form, often

mammals

Their tough descen-

which have few

relatives outside

the desert, are a store of unique genetic information.

Unfortunately, that heritage

is

im-

periled throughout the world by such

man-made
change,

factors as global climate

agricultural

biotechnology,

overgrazing, habitat destruction, un-

desert reabns appear to be wastelands.

much-touted

rainforest.

of the continent's mammals
are restricted to deserts, whereas only
fainilies

controlled hunting, petroleum production, and urbanization.

Even the

Bolson de Pipanaco is not mimune. Large parts of the region have
been cleared to make way for ohve
groves and vineyards, crops that are
isolated

if

I

of that 3,200-square-mile area within
centi-al Argentina

Gran Chaco. And so,
dream about losing a
trapped rodent, I was up at first light to
check my Conibear traps. As I approached the end of the trapline, I still
had caught nothing. Only two traps remained. Then I saw it. The next-toas

my

after

the

anxiety

the-last ti-ap held
rat,

unhke any

—

an animal
I

a viscacha

had ever seen.

My

nighmiare not\v'ithstanding, no predator had robbed me of it while I slept!
In the past,

we had

saved some-

thing special to celebrate the discovery of a

new

species. Usually

it

was

a

bottle of champagne or fine wine, but

even

a

can of hearts ot palm would

—

1

but
not seen.
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For this trip I had splurged on
a botde of exceprionally good Argentine wine, which I packed with care

suffice.

and kept from freezing or overheat-

weeks we had been
on the road, the rest of our wine supply had been depleted, but 1 had not
allowed anyone to open this special
bottle. "If you want to drink the
wine, you have to catch the mammal," I would say.
As I returned to camp m the cold
ing. In the several

mentioned

lyrics

many

so

crews had collected

field

places

our

t\'pe speci-

It seemed the most appropriate
and permanent way for us to thank the
musicians for all the enjoyment their

mens.

music had

our good fortune
that wonderful

w;

"e celebrated

by drinking

bottle of wine, but the joy
ers-

was tinged with

choly.

Such

of discovof melan-

We

making

coftee.

I

dejected look. "Catch any-

thing?"' she asked.

"Nothing,"

I

said.

Ruben and Monica emerged from
their respective tents. "Nothing?"
they asked. "Nothing,"

I

said.

The

sun was peeking above the horizon,
and the aroma of cofiee and salt mingled in the damp air. I began to rummage through the food boxes.
"What are you looking tor?"
Janet and Monica asked, knowing

can never

I

on

earth. Crisscrossing the

isolated

mountamtops—

ecologically distant

of desert peoples

habitat islands

from the others

fer in the freezing

we doubted we would

counter such

new

a pair

animals again,

their existence

we

is

as

couldn't be happier.
Micliael

ever en-

of distinctively
less deduce

much

beforehand using only

take satisfaction in

Andean winds, and

of lowland desert. It
hard work, to be sure, but we

as

inferences about the habitat.
StiU,

A. Mares, former

Noble Oklahoma

tory, is a research curator

University of

Oklahoma

the author of

A

rodent of the

name,
honors the

cies

the

new

encoun-

Press,

2002).

genus

The

spe-

loschalchalerosomin,

Argentine
Los Chalchaleros, whose songs my crews
had sung during thirtv' years ot
great

folklore group,

field research across

The

Argentina.

musicians had announced

they would

retire in

2001,

after

singing together for fifty-two

We felt that they had accompanied us on every trip; we
even joked that some of their
songs could be called "t^'pe

years.

locaHo,'" songs, because their
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Golde-

-

colleagues
ritteriana,

-

in

-at

(Pipanacoctomys aureus) was discov. ired by ihe author and

the Bolson

de Pipanaco. Here the animal

a salt-tolerant plant.

in

professor at the

Norman. He

is

a

Forbidding Landscape (Harvard University

octodontid

salt flat."

and

Desert Calling: Life in

fmd anything

"the

of the Sam
of Natural His-

director

Museum

any new species or genus.
"Get the wine!" I said.

We named

lived a millen-

broil in the heat

the islands in a Pacific archipelago

but

who

Tylenol hke candy for headaches, suf-

high and low elevations, each

at

our routes bisect the ancient paths of
Incas, as well as the unexcavated ruins

around camp. "I'm looking tor
that bottle of wine," I said.
Everyone stopped and looked
at me. They knew I had caught
an animal, and that it had to be
new to science: it would become a Vfpe specimen, the
specimen that is needed for the
first scientific description of

Saliiioaoiuys,

com-

Ukely

my

a

mystery about the complex history of

planned to ex-

moment would

a

plore other isolated valleys and equally

put on

or rare animals.

harbors

nium before the Incas. We gasp for air
as we chmb above 15,000 feet, pop

a hint

never be repeated.

Janet was already up,

StiU

plex terrain of northwest Argentina,

light

of daviTi, I hid the rodent behind
back, hanging it from my belt.

world

Ufe

g;iven us.

new

The
many undiscovered
mammals. Each time a new species is
found we peel back another layer of
tering other

n. •bbles

his

on Heterostachys
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BIOMECHANICS

Catch and Release
Sea cucumbers might put a torn Achilles tendon back together again.

By Adam Summers ~

Jhik
:;i)o^^^5>;.a-^

by Mick

Illustration

Ellison

.

*^-.V|^c^ ^^^^<^^oo^^^^^--^'

%l^^^H^^^^ii.i.-i.^^-^

North Atlantic sea cucumber, Cucumaria frondosa

When

rounding

then, of

quite unlike those of mammalian ligaments and tendons. Biochemists and

60 percent of its original strength.

Most

biomechanists are studying the

thoughts inevitably turn
to connective tissue

—and

course, to sea cucumbers.

on

focus

fans

cutbacks, open-field tackles

and chop blocks, but
ponder the common

I

can't help

but

casualties ot these

maneuvers: anterior cruciate ligaments

ACL injury), ham-

(of the infamous
strings,

who

and Achilles tendons. Anyone

has had to endure an injuiy in

as

cause

inight lead to

it

catch connective tissue, be-

new and

dra-

chemically undo the

joined

gregates into long, thin structures

tendon, add

frayed ends, and finally stabilize the

mind. Although

with each other and with their surroundings to form a stiff and cohesive

to

—

generally re-

—do

as fibrils.

The

fibrils interact

But the process is apparently
and non-renewable, and

ferred to as connective tissue

tissue.

stretch, they aren't nearly as elastic as

irreversible

rubber bands, hi

so if physical strain sunders the fibril

when

fact,

tendency to

they have a dis-

tear or break,

and

they do, they are devils to repair.

Sea cucumbers, invertebrate animals

of the phylum Echinodermata, might,
hold out some hope for the afflicted.

Although they have no internal skeleton, sea cucumbers and other echino-
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A

form new

as a

why

come

an ointment that could cleanly break
bonds between collagen fibrils and

running back's torn ACL.
Tendon is made up mostly of collagen, a protein that spontaneously ag-

such

known

they

Imagine, then, the implications of

matically superior repairs for injuries

parts understands

tressing

36

known

stuff,

one of those body

tendons and ligaments

unwanted adhesions to other surtissue. As a result, the tendon never regains more than about

derms do have a kind of connective
tissue, but one whose qualities are

football season roUs

around, a biomechanist s

bonds, tearing the tendon,

it is

im-

possible to reform them, at least in

Hving
is

tissue.

The

standard treatment

to tie the ruptured ends together

bridge the gap. But
between fibrils is not terribly effective, and the scar tissue forms

and

let scar tissue

the bridge

ones,

surgeon could

bonds between two
fibrils in

rest

of the

partially dis-

the torn ends of a

fibrils to

the gap at the

by reestablishing the bonds between new and old fibrils and the
rest of the tissue in the matrix: no
gap, no scar, no loss of strength.

repair

armchair anatomist would be
The
find
hard-pressed
to

between

a sea

similarities

cucumber and any

part

Lacking arms, legs,
and head, the brown cuke looks
more hke a football than a football
of a quarterback

player.

.

Without an

internal skeleton.

it

and

has to propel itself across the

elastic (soHd) properties;

that

it's

different

mechanisms

mutable

for the

seafloor with bands of niinute, hy-

the tissue's viscoelasticiry can change.

viscoelasticity: First, the linkages

drauhcally powered tube feet.

Some

tween the collagen

Catch connective
mutable connective

tissue, also called

white, fibrous material that makes up

body

the dermis, or

What

cucumber.
anist

interest

s

from
with

stiff to flexible

it can change
and back again

fasten in the presence

on the collagen fibrils, enabhng
them to slide past one another and
making the overall tissue soft and pliable. Other cells release a stiffening

cizer,

derinis far

stiffer.

hold the sea cucumbers skin between

Biomechanists Greg

your thumb and forefmger, at first it
feels soft. Within moments, though, it
hardens, retaining the indentations of

Hiram College in Ohio and
Robert E. Shadwick of the Scripps

your hand for some time. Catch con-

JoUa, California, were able to extract

force

nective tissue enables the foraging sea

chemical derivatives of both the

to the

cucumber
into nooks

to

be

enough

soft

and crannies in pursuit of

But it
to "don" leathery armor

when

a

dermis

rapidly

predator threatens (though

been tested).
tendon can do no such
But both mammalian and catch

with filaments
crofibrils

Uke

it

Hke

a fluid.

hke

a solid,

fibrils,

changes in the

or from changes

gooey matrix

in the viscous,

in

which

Szulgit

its

stifihess

those results

is

good example.

stuff bounces like a

when

thrown, but

splicing

The

of the

flows so

takes a nice fingerprint.

great trick of catch con-

nective tissue, however,
that

it

isn't

just

has both viscous (fluid)

probably

is

stiU a

basis

ways

of a
crude

of tendons peiiormed by

plasticizers

and

stiffeners

have not

been well characterized: their
exact composition is stiU a mysstars,

sea
tery.

and sea cucumbers, possess a kind of connective
t/ssue that, unlike human ligaments and tendons, has variable viscoelastic properties. The material, known as catch
(or

mutable) connective

and

stiff

—

that are

make up

to each other

tissue,

mediated

research suggests that
that

it

elements in the

plasricizer

surgeons today. For one thing, the

Echinoderms, the phylum that includes sea

well under steady, slow pressure
that

solid

The

practical alternative to the

Super Ball
it

that the stiffener causes

trom becoming the

shape,

A ball

is

better understood,

a

urchins,

a

likely explanation for

bonds. That mechanism, though

the material reacts like a liquid,

is

of dermis between

works by breaking those same

ma-

Putty

,

bonds to form between pairs ot collagen fibrUs or between collagen

and

its

work

decreased.

The most

matrix.

Silly

early

tribution of the viscous matrix to the

and Shadwick posited three

and pushing back as hard as it is
pushed on. Under a force applied
for a sustained period of time,

surroundings impose.

confirmed

stiffiiess

and other

slowly taking whatever shape

stiff,

the dermis samples increased, the con-

they are suspended (or both)?

deforming

sUghtly but holding

was

the way the movements of the top and
bottom of the dermis responded to the
applied force shed Hght on the nature
of the stiffened tissue. As the stiffiiess of

mechanism for the
Does the mu-

viscoelasticity:

rapidly applied load, the material
reacts

tissue

was relaxed. The

it

investigators

to serve

a solid

Under

when

mi-

A viscoelastic

terial acts partly

partly

as

bottom when the

the

relative

tenfold and seventytold. Furthermore,

key ques-

to address a

proteoglycans,

known

suspended in

as scaffolding.)

two

They measured

slab.

took to move the top

and again

and com-

proteins,
as

"stiff-

of each
it

bot-

rapidly oscOlated the top sur-

change the

and thus

sohd collagen

Both are made up of collagen fibrils, and the fibrils of both are
suspended in a gooey material that
makes the tissues "viscoelastic." (The

pounds known

face

derivatives gave

tability originate fr-om

structures.

made of water,

tom and

set slabs

a fixed

material properties of pieces of dermis

mutable

common

goo, called the extracellular matrix,

of sea cucumber dermis on

indicating that cellular extracts can

tion about the

A mammal's

connective tissue do share

Those

and Shadwick

Szulgit

sibilities

of Oceanography in La

cells.

plasti-

move

the investigators a tool for altering the

at will,

that possiblity has not

trick.

K. Szulgit of

eners" and the "plasticizers" from the

to flow

could also enable the crea-

food.
ture

Institution

of the

fibrils to

making the dermis flexible. Second,
the fibrils might become more tightly
bound to the gooey fluid. Or, third,
the goo might become more viscous.
To distinguish among the three pos-

factor that causes the fibrils to "catch"

and make the

allowing the

be-

might un-

independently of each other and thus

when you

For example,

ease.

biomech-

grabs the

that

is

of the sea

wall,

fibrils

plasticizing protein that loosens the

grip

dense,

tissue, is a

the derinis secrete a

cells in

in

fay

has

tvt/o

two

—pliable

states

proteins. Recent

the pliable state, collagen

Nevertheless,

I

ha\^e liigh

hopes that someday soon

geon somewhere wiU

a sur-

repair a ca-

reer-ending ligament injun' \\ith
the help of a sea cuke.

fibrils

the catch connective tissue are unattached
(left

panel of schematic diagram).

Adam

Suiiiiiicrs

tissisliiiii

(asummers@uci.edu)

prolcssor cf

ciolo^;)'

and

is

evo-

Something, perhaps a threat from a predator, causes

iiii

bonds to form between the fibrils (right panel), stiffening
the tissue and making it resist physical deformation.

lutionary biology at the University oj
California, Irvine.
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Lizard Kines
roam

Siihill iiioiiitors

iiianinials

roam

to

to

the east of an unseen frontier;

the west

By Samuel

A

small lizard, caught in the open, flushes

ahead of

a

pursuing monitor.

The

prey.

desperately seeking escape, begins to run a

winding course. The tactic could throw a predator
ofi". but the monitor doesn't bite. Rather than engage in a tail chase, the monitor heads straight tor a
pile of rocks
the only nearby feature to which the
hunted animal could possibly escape. The smaller

—

lizard,

outsmarted, arrives at the refiige too

Such

of intelligence in monitor lizards,
the animals of the family Varanidae, is not unusual.
As a rule, monitors do not have to chase their prey
very far, and in many cases they seem to anticipate
their prey.

When

arboreal Hzards

hunted and run for a tree, they usually
spiral around to the back side to ascend; one of us
(Sweet) has watched pursuing monitors of two
species (laiwitis rrisris and V glauertij, on at least
three occasions, spiral around the tree in the oppoare being

site

direction to catch the prey unawares. (Experi-

enced human hzard-catchers do the same thing.)
The black-palmed rock monitor fl.' glebopalma), a three-foot-long hzard from northern
Austraha. hunts by taking up perches on three- to
six-foot-high boulders along the margins of
ledges, where it has a good vie^v of some area of
more-or-less open ground. If it spots prey
such

—

as,

in Sweet's observations, a skink or a frog

—

it

those with better
\dve.

More

top

—
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sur-

and the bar for both spe-

evasive prey,

cies rises in a reciprocaring fashion.

competing lineages ot predaand foxes, for example are
also subject to the Red Queen's dictiun that "it takes all the running you
can do, to keep in the same place."
A common result of such presSrmilarly.

—

—

cats

—
eaten —

sures

less

adept animals either don't

catch a meal or can't avoid being
is

brains

evolution

the

ot

larger

and more sophisticated nen.'ous

systems, as well as a potenrial for in-

A

creased intelligence.

successtul car-

nivore might have better neuromuscular coordination than

its

peers or

its

prey;

more

refined senses (and brain to process the information);

or enhanced problem-solving capabihries.

Those

aspects of neurophysiology' co-evolve in

turn with ecological and behavioral differences

among

various kinds of carnivores.

possibilities for a predator's

hunts alone or in

degree to \vhich

at

average,

favors predators better able to capture

ambush or

quarry

On

means of escape

effective escape, in turn,

the prey, and then returns with

speed to some rock crevice betore doing anything
hke chomping or whacking the prey and gulping
it dowTi. "Lizards" don't do this: if they have
something in their mouth, they eat it then and
there
no matter that something else may be
zooming in at top speed in hopes of a double
lunch. But monitors do.
Predators and their prey are locked into a co-evolutionar)- arms race, in which any advantage gained
by one caUs for a countermeasure by the other. Less

40

prey indixdduals perish.

Hterally projects itself off the boulder, dashes after
its

Eric R. Pianka

sophisticated, or perhaps just unlucky-,

tors

late.

a display

some gambit by

Sweet and

S.

a

pack; whether

actively chases
it

reHes

down

on

The

behavior

its

\'isual,

—

it

range ot

—whether

lies

it

in wait to

prey;

and the

auditor; or ol-

its meal
all afreet the nature
and sophistication of the animal's brain.
None of the logic of this arms race leads to the
conclusion that eflective brains and neural sophistication are restricted to mammals; monitor Uzards
make that much clear. Superb predators, these ani-

factory input to find

mals surpass

all

other hzards in intelligence.

They

Their st}'les of hunting rely on
acute \asion and exn-emely sensitive chemorecep-

are alert

and

tion to cover

agile.

what

are D,'pically

huge

areas relative

Mertens' water monitor (Varanus mertensi) hunts aquatic

life in

waterways

across north central Australia.

to their size. In these

and other ways, convergent

he similar adaptations of monitor

evolution has led to

many

mammalian

similarities

between

monitors and mammals. Herpetologists have relied
on terms such as "mammal-like" and "near-mammalian" so often to describe the monitors that
such phrases have nearly

become

products of a shared t'amily history.
cent

common

more than 300

lizards

and

carnivores are certainly not the

The most

re-

ancestor of the two groups lived
million years ago.

was

It

a tar less so-

metaboHc scope,
and chemoreceptive abiHties, and complex

phisticated animal, lacking the

vi-

from
a question that is far more intriguing than mere
similarities in habits between the two groups ot"
vertebrates: Are the two groups so similar that they

sual

in-

are ecologically incompatible as top carnivores? In

not the

other words, does the presence of one group in an

One

The

cliches.

descriptions, however, divert attention

ecosystem

restrict the

presence of the other?

analysis ot the capabilities

mammalian

of monitor

carnivores,

lizards

today. Most contemporary features of monitors and
mammals that function in similar ways are clearly
results

of similar anatomical endowments.

substantial difference

An

ectotherins

and

blooded.

combined with the
study ot their biogeography, may throw some light
on whether, in some ecosystems, the monitor
lizards became a fair match for the mammals.
small

tormation processing that characterize both groups

—

is

that

monitors are

loosely referred to as being cold-

The more familiar term is something of a
misnomer, because the "cold-blooded" monitors,
at least, typically

operate at rightly regulated

body

temperatures equal to or higher than those of
mammals. Monitors, however, do without the
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costly molecular and physiological control mechanisms required by endotherms, the so-called
warm-blooded animals. Both monitors and mammals can sustain their activities for long periods.
Monitors do not sense chemicals with the nasal
olfactory chamber that is so well developed in
mammals. Instead, they transfer compounds from

They do not gain access via the tunnel enwhich is often three feet or more away
from the eggs; instead, they dig straight down from

two elaborate sensory receptors
known as the vomeronasal organs. Vestigial in
mammals, these organs occupy paired cavities that
open onto the roof of the monitor's mouth.

Auffenberg

Many

refuges within their

their tongues into

tunnels.
trance,

above. Walter Auffenberg, a herpetologist formerly
at

the Florida

Museum

of Natural History in
Komodo monitors

Gainesville, demonstrated that

can detect carrion from nearly seven miles away.
also

concluded that some monitors

climb to ridgelines expressly to sniff the wind for
carrion odors over a large area, a foraging strategy
that requires substantial planning.

Monitors can apparently
accounts of monitors in captivity

haviors unusual

among

cite

be-

reptiles that attest to

sophisticated information-processing capabilities.

White-throated monitors (V albigidaris) can count
up to six. Komodo dragons (V komodoensis) recognize their keepers.

When

(V salvadorii)

monitors

chasing

rats,

crocodile

anticipate evasive tactics.

Few

however, have explored the monitor

field studies,

and the wariness of monitors in the wild is
But the work that has been done demon-

intellect,

legendary.

the animals can locate terrain features,

strates that

mates, and food both by

memory and with

their

home

recall the positions

of

ranges. Pianka has ob-

served that such AustraUan desert species

as

the per-

and the rusty desert monitor (V eremius) remember exactly where good burrows are located:
the lizards head directly toward them cross-country,
which for perenties may be a mile or more. Lace
monitors (V mrius) display a similar talent, though
put to different use: They lay their eggs in active
termite mounds, then return about nine months
later to reopen the nests for the hatchhngs to exit.
Such a feat calls for map knowledge as well as an
accurate sense of timina;.
entie

remarkably sensitive chemical detectors.

Monitors
trackers.

renowned

are

Alexey

Y

of the Severtsov

Tsellarius

of
Ecology and Evolution in
Moscow and his colleagues
found that Caspian moni-

(V

tors

Institute

can

griseus caspiiis)

male from female and resident from nonresident monitors merely
by sampling their tracks
with the vomeronasal organ. If the monitor then
distinguish

chase,

gives

unhesitat-

it

ingly follows the Crack of the

other animal in the correct
dii-ection.

Our

Austraha

in

observations

corroborate

both
With the tongue monitor lizards sample the air for chemical compounds, then transfer the
and woodland species.
compounds into two cavities that open into the roof of the mouth. The cavities house
One of us (Pianka) once elaborate chemical sensors called the vomeronasal organs. Pictured here is the common
came upon the track of a water monitor (V. salvator).
large monitor known as a
l~^i')
adiotransmitters attached to individual moniperentie (V gigaiiteiis) that had intercepted his own.
TseUarius's finding for

desert

The

track

the

human

showed

that the Uzard "ricocheted"

footprints

and

off^

fled in the direction

it

its chemosensory talents.
on the eggs of other reptiles

caine from, illustrating

Monitors
can locate
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that feed
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We

,_,tors

make

it

possible to follow

them

closely.

have learned, for instance, that male monitors

seek out multiple partners by visiting the

home

ranges of several females. Sweet observed a male of
the small arboreal species

V

glauerti

descend the

home

of one female and

tree

travel

more than 300

yards in a straight line, through dense forest and

rock outcrops, to the base of another tree. Six days
earlier, he had mated with a second female in that

but in the interim she had relocated twice. So,
home, the male trailed her to a third

tree,

finding no one

tree fifty yards away,

fourth

six yards to a

then traveled another seventytree, where the second female

The entire episode took only fortyminutes and covered nearly 440 yards in

then resided.
five

rugged

terrain.

on both mental maps and expert
chemical detection. The male was tamiliar enough
This

feat called

home

his eighteen-acre

with

straight-line return to the

Then he

tion.

range to

make

"-^/V-

r

a

AUSTRfi.UA

second female's old locatrail. Each of

tracked her by her odor

V glaiierti

five

male

ties.

And Pianka in

studied displayed similar abili-

male of the

Australia observed a

V

small arboreal black-tailed monitor

tristis

travel

790 yards in a straight line into the wind in one
day; it was found in a hollow tree with a female,
suggesting that
scent

trail

it

may have

followed an airborne

to find her.

Monitors sometimes adopt unusual foraging
tics.

Some

semiaquatic species, such

water monitor (V

inertensi),

use their

to herd fishes into shallow water.

as

tac-

Mertens'

body and

The

tail

black-tailed

up skinks, the
Sweet watched several black-tailed monitors hunting skinks in leaffilled depressions. The monitors would surge forward under the dry litter and then pop up, holding
the head high and ready to pounce on any movement. After a few moments of watching, some individuals abruptly began to twitch and wiggle their
tails under the leaves. The twitching sometimes
unique

monitor has

a

small lizards

on which

tactic to rustle
it

feeds.

caused a concealed skink to reveal its location.
Many people are familiar with the difterences
cats and dogs, as well as between individof either group. Similar patterns show up in
monitors, both in species and in individuals. During field studies that brought Sweet into daily con-

Transect line (purple line on map and on horizontal axis of
graph) reveals a complementary distribution of species of car-

nivorous
fined

mammals and small monitor lizards. The

tion with a

authors,

Wallace. Wallace's Line marks the eastern limit of many animals

having Southeast Asian

affinities,

fauna derived from Australia and

and the western

New Guinea. On

between

below the map, the number of species belonging

uals

of animals

with individuals of several species, he found
some male members of some species became
habituated to his presence. Those lizards could be
tact

that

and some even climbed onto him
a few times. Others, however, became less approachable as his studies continued. Four out ot six
glancrti, two out of forty-two V. scalaris, and
three out of twelve I.' tristis habituated, whereas

followed

closely,

I-.'

each of twelve
scalaris

and

V glebopahiia

V tristis

became

transect, de-

makes a roughly perpendicular intersecbiogeographic barrier first described by Alfred Russel

by the

is

limit

of a

the graph
to four

groups

plotted for various ecosystems that occur along the

The graph shows that the diversity of small carnivorous
(yellow) and that of small monitors (blue) are virtually
mirror images of each other, as if they were reflected across
Wallace's Line. The diversity of large monitor species (green)
fluctuates randomly across the transect line. The pattern sug-

transect.

mammals

gests that carnivorous

mammals and small

monitors

may be

too

similar as predators to coexist, or that the small monitors be-

come prey for the mammals when both are introduced into the
same ecosystem, (nterest/ngly, carnivorous marsupials (orange)
do not prey on monitors, suggesting that the monitors can outsmart the marsupials but are outdone by the mamma/s.

.'

and

five

increasingly

each ot

I

wary with

None of the complex behaviors we are describcommonly occurs in other reptiles. And cer-

time. Either way, the animals clearly recognized

ing

and remembered him. Curiously, however, no
males of any of these species ever habituated.

broad repertoire of "mammal-Uke"

fe-

tainly

no

reptiles

except monitors have such

a

attributes.
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and southern Asia monitors
wide range of carnivorous mammals. The diversity of monitor species on those continents, however, is fairly low, and
most of them are large (meaning the adults are
more than four feet long) and relatively bulky. Six
species occur in Africa and the Arabian peninsula,
and one of those extends well into central Asia. Six
more species range across mainland southern Asia.
As one moves east, into offshore Southeast Asia,
the diversity of monitors increases sharply. Fourteen species are native to the East Indies and the
Philippines (four of them also live on the main-

Throughout Africa

coexist successfully with a

land),

and sixteen species

Guinea, the Solomon

Islands,

are

to

New

islands

of the

native

and the

Bismarck Archipelago.
That high diversity of small monitors in eastern
Indonesia and Melanesia has only recently been
recognized. Before 1990
only three small species

were known in the region: the widespread

mangrove monitor (V
indicus), which varied
greatly

from

island to is-

land; the green tree
itor

(V

Guinea; and
sis,

of

prasiniis)

V

mon-

New

tinwren-

of Timor. Through
of Wolfgang

the efforts

Boehme,
the

a zoologist

at

Alexander Koenig

Research Institute
Bonn, Germany, and

in
his

colleagues, sixteen addi-

tional

species are

recognized. That

now
work

alone has increased the
species
Northern quoll fDasyurus hallucatus;

top), a car-

and the

nivorous marsupial native to Australia,

masked palm
carnivorous

civet

fPaguma

mammal

larvata;

lizards.

Species

of small monitors, however, thrive only where
the civet

and

its

kin are absent.

count of the fam-

Varanidae by about

25 percent. Some of the
newly recognized spe-

above), a

native to Southeast Asia,

both coexist with large monitor

ily

cies are local derivatives

of the widely ranging
indicus

and

others are

The

diversity

Austraha,
(five are

a

dozen

which

more

of monitors reaches

its

distinct.

peak

m

named species
Guinea) and more than

New

undescribed species

as well.

In parts

them

half of

are small (adults less than

four feet long) and of slender build.

why

o understand

'"T~'

small

monitor species have

radiated so dramatically through Australia,

Ui_

New

Guinea, and their adjacent

elsewhere,
lace's

Line

we examined
[see

map

islands,

but not

the possible role of Wal-

on preceding page] Alfred Russel
.

Wallace, the nineteenth-century naturalist, did extensive fieldwork in

what

is

now

Indonesia,

where

he noted a sharp dichotomy in fauna between certain islands. One side of the hne he traced to mark
the dichotomy represents the eastern limit of many
animals with Southeast Asian affinities; the other
side is the western limit of a fauna derived from
Australia

and

New

Wallace's Line

Guinea.

is

now

understood to overlie

a

region incorporating three major tectonic plates

and several smaller ones. Thousands of islands
made up of transient volcanic peaks and scattered
microcontinental fragments are sandwiched between the eastern edge of the Asian continental
shelf and the shelf that encloses Australia and
New Guinea. Most important to the biota, no
land connections have ever spanned Wallace's
Line, and so it represents an absolute limit to the
dispersal of organisms that cannot cross the sea.
For other species, the line is just a filter, and it is

many

almost irrelevant for

can

fly

The

plants or insects that

long distances.
lands in the vicinity of Wallace's Line pro-

vide a natural laboratory for testing ideas about the

mammals and

monitors.

small carnivorous

mammals

ecological equivalence of
Virtually

none of the

of Southeast Asia (cats, civets, mongooses, weasels)
have crossed it from west to east on their own. Just
one species of civet is native to Sulawesi, to the east
of Wallace's Line; other civet and mongoose species in the archipelago were introduced by people.
In contrast to
Wallace's Line

is

its

influence

That depends on the adult
lower illustration

species (in

Line

as

as

—or

is it?

of the species [see
on preceding page]. Large monitor

which

long) are just

on the mammals,

not a barrier to monitors
size

adults are greater than four feet

diverse

on lands

east

of Wallace's

they are to the west, or for that matter in

mainland Asia and Africa. Small monitor species,
however, occur only to the east of the Hne. Their
diversity in that region forms a near-mirror image
of the species distribution of small carnivorous
to the west. And Sulawesi, the only island
of Wallace's Line that harbors a native placental

of northern Austraha as many as eight or nine species may occur in the same areas, partitioning re-

mammals

body size and
unique and important feature of the
Australasian radiation of monitor species is that

mammalian carnivore, lacks small monitors.
Did the small monitors, hke the small carnivorous mammals, simply halt their radiation at Wal-

sources according to differences in
habit.

44

pmsiiuis;

hosts twenty-seven

shared with
as yet

V

V

more than
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east

Member of the mangrove monitor group (V. indicus and other species) is pictured in New Guinea. The group's
domain extends from the islands around the Banda Sea to the Solomon Islands. The indicus group radiated
into a variety of habitats; the absence of small placental carnivores has probably facilitated that spread.

lace's

Line? Probably not: most monitors are ac-

complished

rafters,

ably did not arise

and so their distributions probfrom any geographical barrier.

Instead, the distributions

may have an

ecological

two groups are simply too similar
coexist, and on the landmasses west

explanation: the
as

predators to

of Wallace's Line, the small mammals prevailed.
One informative twist on this idea arises in AustraUa

and

New

Guinea.

Many

small carnivorous

of quolls and one phascogale

cies

the size of civets
opposite page]

and

.

—

some of them six spegrow to about
and mongooses [see plwtogmphs on

marsupials live there, and

—

These marsupial carnivores

agile predators, yet they

are fierce

have evolved and co-

with many species of small monitors.
The behavior of these groups and the ways

exist

their

ecologies overlap suggest that small monitors are,

roughly

speaking,

"dumber than

civets

but

To

complete our

story,

we must

point out that

do coexist with small
placental mammalian carnivores such as civets and
mongooses ^in the form of juveniles of the large
monitor species! The young of these large monitors
are typically highly secretive and otten arboreal, but
so are many of the small monitor species. Thus, sesmall monitors actually

—

crecy

We

is

not

a sufficient

explanation for coexistence.

suggest that this coexistence succeeds because

large adults can lay

many eggs and the young grow
become prey to carnivores, a

quickly; even if many

of small
spend
their
enand
must
monitors lay fewer eggs,
mammals.
with
small
the
arms
race
tire lives in
Whether they lose out primarily because they be-

few

will probably reach adult size. Species

come prey, or because they must compete tor prey
with mammals, remains to be studied.
Wherever monitors live, the arms race has

smarter than quolls." Unfortunately, that simple

honed

their original predatory tool kit. Particu-

being tested by human interventions. Mongooses and civets have been introduced
to islands east of Wallace's Line, and foxes and feral
cats have been brought to Australia. In a recent
field study in northern Australia, Sweet lost thirteen out of fifty-four individual monitors to predation: four were killed by native predators, but
nine were taken by a single feral cat. The northern

larly to

the east of Wallace's Line, monitors appear

generahzation

is

quoll (Dosytinis

liaUiicatiis),

catch any of the monitors.

however, tailed to

to have achieved striking ecological
parit}'

with mammals.

herpetologist Franz

A

and behavioral

century ago the

German

Werner proclaimed monitors

"the proudest, best-proportioned, mightiest, .md

most intelligent of all lizards." We certainly concur,
and could add many superlatives to Werner's Hst.

Human

beings are fortunate to share

this

planet

with such extraordinary animals, and we should
try to learn from them whatex'er we can.

D
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Trashed
Across the Pacific Ocean,

everywhere

plastics, plastics,

By Charles Moore

t was on our way home, after finishing the Los
Angeles-to-Hawaii sail race known as the
Transpac, that my crew and I first caught sight
of the trash, floating in one of the most remote regions of all the oceans. I had entered my cutterrigged research vessel, A[^iiita, an aluminum-hulled
catamaran, in the race to test a new mast. Although
Algiiita was built for research trawling, she was also
a smart sailor, and she fit into the "cruising class" of

I

boats that regularly enter the race.

We

ting a top speed of twenty knots

did well, hit-

under

sail

and

winning a trophy for finishing in third place.
Throughout the race our strategy, like that of
every other boat in the race, had been mainly to
avoid the North Pacific subtropical gyre
the great

—

high-pressure system in the central Pacific

Ocean

most of the time, is centered just north of the
racecourse and halfway between Hawaii and the
mainland. But after our success with the race we
were feeHng mellow and unhurried, and our vessel
was equipped with auxihary twin diesels and carthat,

So on the way back to
Long Beach, CaHfornia, we deshortcut through the gyre, which

ried an e.xtra supply of fuel.

home

our

port in

cided to take

few

a

Fishermen shun

seafarers ever cross.

it

because

waters lack the nutrients to support an abundant

its

catch. Sailors

dodge

because

it

it

lacks the

wind

to

propel their sailboats.
I

often struggle to find words that will

cate the vastness

have never been to
the only vehicle

communi-

of the Pacific Ocean to people

on

Day

a

who

was
highway without landmarks,

sea.

after day, Alguita

stretching fi-om horizon to horizon. Yet as I gazed
from the deck at the surface of what ought to have
been a pristine ocean, I was confronted, as far as the
eye could see, with the sight of plastic.
It seemed unbeHevable, but I never found a clear
spot. In the week it took to cross the subtropical
high, no matter what time of day I looked, plastic
debris was floating everywhere: bottles, botde caps,

wrappers, fragments.

what

Months

later, after

I

discussed

had seen with the oceanographer Curtis
Ebbesmeyer, perhaps the world's leading expert on
flotsam, he began referring to the area as the "eastern garbage patch." But "patch" doesn't begin to
convey the reaUty. Ebbesmeyer has estimated that
I

the area, nearly covered with floating plastic debris,
is

roughly the

My

my

tropical gyre.

my

of Texas.

interest in

with

of

size

life

marine debris did not begin

crossing of the

Voyaging in the

North

Pacific sub-

Pacific has

since earliest childhood.

been

part

In fifty-odd

and
by the

years as a deckhand, stock tender, able seaman,

now

captain,

growth in

I

became

plastic debris

increasingly alarmed
I

was seeing. But the

ing plastics in the gyre galvanized
Laysan albatross
Pacific.

is

a species that forages througliout the North

The regurgitated stomach contents, or boluses, of many

such birds contain plastic debris.
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I

my

float-

interest.

did a quick calculation, estimating the debris

half a

pound

surface.

at

hundred square meters of sea
MultipUed by the circular area defined by
for every

—

Bottle caps

albatross

and other plastic objects

on Kure

Atoll,

which

The bird probably mistook the

lies in

decomposed carcass of this Laysan
and virtually uninhabited region of the North Pacific.
for food and ingested them w/hile foraging for prey

are visible inside the
a remote

plastics

our roughly thousand-mile course through the gyre,
the weight of the debris was about 3 million tons,
comparable to a year's deposition at Puente Hills,
Los Angeles's largest landfiU. I resolved to return

someday

to test

my

Historically, the

alarming estimate.

kind of

drastic

accumulation

I

are stQl plastic polymers. In fact, the degradation

eventually yields individual molecules of plastic, but
these are

still

gest.

And

have

made

—even
—

too tough for most anything

such indiscriminate consumers

as

bacteria

to di-

for the past fifty years or so, plastics that
their

way

into the Pacific

Ocean have

brand-new kind of despoilment.
Trash has always been tossed into the seas, but it has
been broken down in a fairly short time into carbon dioxide and water by marine microorganisms.

been fragmenting and accumulating as a kind of
swirling sewer in the North Pacific subtropical gN're.
It surprised me that the debris problem in the
gyre had not already been looked at more closely by

Now, however,

the scientific communit\-. In tact, only recendy

encountered

is

a

in the quest for lightweight but

durable means of storing goods,

—

—

we

have created

a

of products plastics that defeat even the
most creative and voracious bacteria.
Unlike many discarded materials, most plastics
class

in

common

use do not biodegrade. Instead they

starting in the early 199()s

—

(NOAA)

in Seatde. Ingraham's

"photodegrade," a process whereby sunlight breaks

ministration

them

Surface Current Simulator

into progressively smaller pieces,

all

ot

which

has the scientific

com-

munity begun to focus attention on the trash in the
gyre. One of the first investigators to study the
problem was W.James Ingrahamjr., an oceanographer at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Ad-

(OSCURS)

Ocean

predicts that
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.

objects reaching this area

around in

it

illustrations

on opposite page].

A

might revolve

for sixteen years or

my

year after

more

[see

sobering voyage,

I

asked Steven B. Weisberg, director of the

Southern California Coastal Water Research Project and an expert in marine

environmental monitoring, to help

make

more

a

me

rigorous estimate ot the ex-

tent of the debris in the subtropical gyre.

Weisberg's group had aheady published

had collected
California
Southern
in fish trawls of the
Bight, a region along the Pacific coast
extending a hundred miles both north
an

article

on the

debris they

and south of Los Angeles. As I discussed
Currents in the North Pacific move in a clockwise spiral, or gyre, which
the design plan for our survey with Weistends to trap debris originating from sources along the North Pacific rim.
berg's statisticians, Molly K. Leecaster and
Plastics and other waste have accumulated in the region, which includes
SheUy L. Moore, it became apparent that
the foraging areas of Pacific bird colonies, such as that of the Tern Island
we were facing a new problem. In the albatross, shown in blue, and that of the Guadalupe Island albatross,
coastal ocean, bodies of water are natushown in green.
rally defined, in part, by the coasts they lie
throughout the region. Those high pressures deagainst. In the open ocean, however, bodies ot
press the ocean surface, and the rotating air mass
water are bounded by atmospheric pressure systems
also drives a slow but oceanic-scale surface current
and the currents those systems create. In other
that moves with the air in a clockwise spiral. Winds
words, air, not land, defines the body of water. Benear the center of the high are Hght or even cahn,
cause air pressure systems move, the body of water
and so they do not mix the floating debris into the
we wanted to survey would be moving as weU. A
water column. This huge region, what I call a
random sample of a moving area such as the gyre
"gentle maelstrom," has become an accumulator ot
would have to be done quite differently from the
debris fi^om imiumerable sources along the North
way Weisberg's group had conducted their survey
Pacific rim, as well as from ships at sea.
along the Pacific coast.

The

The

we

one of the
largest ocean realms on Earth, and one of five
major subtropical gyres on the planet. Each subtropical gyre is created by mountainous flows ot air
moving from the tropics toward the polar regions.

The

gyre

air in

the

planned to survey

North

subtropical gyre

is

Pacific

heated

at

the equator and rises high
into the atmosphere because

is

in fact,

subtropical gyres are also oceanic deserts

many of the

low in biomass. On land the low biomass is caused
by the lack of moisture; in oceanic deserts the low
biomass is a consequence ot
great ocean depths.
In coastal areas and shallow seas, winds and waves
constandy

this

[see

page]

The

rotating air mass cre-

ates a high-pressure
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system

stir

up and recy-

cle nutrients, increasing the

biomass of the food web. In
the deep oceans,

though,

such forces have no
the

bottom

effect;

sequesters the

nutrient-rich residue ot millions

of years of near-surface

photosynthetic production,

ating a huge, clockwise-ro-

mass of air

at

their terrestrial counterparts, the oceanic deserts are

of its buoyancy in cooler,
surrounding air masses. The
rotation of the Earth on its
axis moves the heated air
mass westward as it rises,
then eastward once it cools
and descends at around 30
degrees north latitude, cretating

world's land-based deserts He

nearly the same latitudes as the oceanic gyres. Like

Filter-feeding chordate jellyfishes

known as

"salps"
as

dominate the North Pacific subtropical gyre. Investigators aboard the research vesse/ Alguita observed
salps in the gyre, such as the one shown here, with
brightly colored plastic fragments in their bellies.

well

as

the

decomposed

fi-agments of Ufe in the sea,
ti-apping

them miles below
Hence the major

the surface.

source of food for the
is

web of life

in

deep ocean

areas

But even

in the clear waters that prevail in the

subtropical gyres, photosynthesis

is

confined to the

top of the water column. Sunlight attenuates
rapidly with depth, and by the time it has gone

only about 5 percent of the way to the bottom, the
light

is

The

too weak to fuel marine plants.

net ef-

poor in resources, an effect that
makes itself felt throughout the food web. Top
predators such as tuna and other commercially viable fish don't hang out in the gyres because the
density of prey is so low. The human predator stays
away too: the resources that have drawn entrepreneurs and scientists alike to various regions of the
fect

is

a vast area

ocean are not present in the subtropical

What

does exist in the gyres

is

gyres.

a great variety

of

on the ever-renewed crop of tiny plants, or phytoplankton. Each
day the phytoplankton grow in the sunlit part of
the water, and each night they are consuined by
filter-feeding organisms that prey

the

filter

dius.

The

exactly

photosynthesis.

feeders, a fantastic array

of aUen-looking

area

of the

would dien be almost
would start

circle

million square miles. Trawling

1

when we
sure cell
gyre.

estimated we were under the central presof the high-pressure system that creates the

We would

regard the starting point as the east-

ernmost point along the circuniference of the circle.
Then we would proceed due west to the center of
the circle, turn south, and sail back to the southernmost point on the circumference, alternating between trawling and cruising. We intended to obtain
transect samples with random lengths and random
spacing between trawls. To be conservative about
our sampling technique, we decided that any debris
we collected would count only as a sample of the
debris within the area of the transected circle.
In August 1998 I set out with a tour-member
volunteer crew from Point Conception, California
heading northwest toward the subtropical gyre.

Onboard

Algidta was a

manta

trawl, an apparatus

resembling a manta ray with wings and

mouth, which skimmed the ocean surface

a

broad

trailing a

net with a fine mesh. Eight days out of port, the

animals called zooplankton.

wind dropped below ten knots and we decided

clude chordate jellyfishes

practice our

are

among

isms

on

The zooplankton inknown as "salps," which

the fastest-growing multicellular organ-

the planet.

By

fashioning their bodies into

pulsating tubes, the salps are able, each day, to

filter

manta trawling technique, taking

to
a

edge of the subtropical gyre, about
800 miles offshore. We pulled in the manta after

sample

at the

trawling three and a half miles.

Ocean Surface Current Simulator (OSCURS) model developed by W. James Ingraham Jr., an
oceanographer at the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), predicts the
trajectory of drift originating along the coasts of the North Pacific rim. Drift from Japan is shown
in red; drift from the United States, in blue. The diagrams show the position of drift after 183
days (left), three years (center), and ten years (right).

column they

drawing out
the phytoplankton and smaller zooplankton for
food. But salps are gelatinous creatures with a low
half the water

inhabit,

no market for them, either.
Hence the realm they dominate, one of the largest
uniform habitats on the planet, remains unex-

biomass, and so there

is

ploited and largely unexplored.

Leecaster, Moore, and I came up with a plan to
make a series of trawls with a surface plankton
net,

along paths within a

circle

with

a

564-niile ra-

What we saw amazed
rich broth of minute

us.

We

dreds of colored plastic fi-agments

ton soup.

The

were looking at a
hun-

sea creatures mi.xed with

—

a plastic-plank-

easy pickings energized

we began

all

of us,

and

Because plankton move up and down in the water column each
day, we needed to trawl nonstop, day and night, to
get representative samples. When we encountered

soon

sampling

in earnest.

t>'pical of the subtropical g\Te. we
deployed the manta outside the port wake, along

the light winds

with two other kinds of

nets.

Each net caua;ht
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The

of debris, but far
and away the most productive trawl was the manta.
There was plenty of
larger debris in our path
as well, which the crew
plenrs'

members

year

some

them

—

are

wide

we took about

When

of this

on board. The items

•

•

drum of hazardous

Bo/us

coughed up by an

an inflated volleyball,
half covered in gooseneck barnacles;
a plastic coat hanger
wdth a swdvel hook;

Differences

cathode-ray tube for

Mexico, includes
in

—whether
way

it is

•

an inflated truck

•

numerous

—can be

United States

drifts for six

years or more

photodegrade into fragments
Guadalupe Island birds.
to

it

reaches the

known

mounted on a steel rim;
and some glass, fishing floats;
it

North Pacific subtropical gyre for every
pound of naturally occurring zooplankton. Our
in the

as

shocked

the \deld of our

first

are

being released

domi-

into an ecosystem

tire

plastic,

trans-

Thus an astronomical number of vectors for some of
the most toxic pollutants

—enough time

—before

become

and

marine environment.

the

foraging areas. Debris leaving the West Coast of the

crumbled in our hands; and
• a menacing medusa ot tangled net Hnes and
hawsers that we hung from the A-fi:ame ot
our catamaran and named PoUy P, tor the
polypropylene Hnes that made up its bulk.
In 2001, in the Marine Polhttion Bulletin, we published the results of our sur\'ey and the analysis we
had made of the debris, reporting, among other
things, that there are six pounds of plastic floating

were

into

porters of toxic chemicals in

trash flows into their respective

siaUon bleach bottle that was so brittle

readers

break

also

concentrators

fragments.

whole or fragmented

may

pieces

on Guadalupe

the condition of debris the birds

consume

traced to the

albatross

many plastic

nineteen-inch TV;

• a

those pellets or prod-

fragments, and disperse, the

Island,

a

manu-

plastic products.

degrade,

ucts

chemicals;

• a

produced world-

for use in the

facmre of

• a

5.5 quadriUion

about 250 bUHon pounds of

retrieved with an

a ton

Every

staggering.

(5.5x10'") plastic pellets

included

as

trawl.

we were when we saw
Since then we have re-

nated by the most efficient namral

vacuum

cleaners

nature ever invented: the jelHes and salps living in
the ocean. After those organisms ingest the toxins,

mrn by fish, and so the poisons
food web that leads, in some cases, to
human beings. Farmers can grow pesticide-free organic produce, but can nature still produce a pollutant-free organic fish? After what I have seen firstthey are eaten in

pass into the

hand

m the Pacific,

I

my

have

doubts.

people have seen photographs of
Many
choked by
trapped
in nets or

plastic

seals

six-

pack rings, or sea turtles feeding on plastic shopping bags, but the poster child for the consumption of pelagic plastic debris has to be the Laysan
albatross.

The

plastic gadgets

one typicaUy

—whose

finds in

range encom-

turned to the area twice to continue documenting

the stomach of the bird

phenomenon. During the latest trip, m the
summer of 2002, our photographers captured un-

passes the remote, virtually uninhabited region

the

derwater images of jeU\1^ish hopelessly entangled in
frayed Hnes, and transparent

wdth colored

plastic

filter

feeding organisms

fragments in their beUies.

E

ntanglement and indigestion, however, are not
the worst problems caused by the ubiquitous
plastic poUution. Hideshige Takada, an environmental geochemist at Tokyo University; and his
I

coUeagues have discovered that floating plastic
that is, nonfragments accumulate hydrophobic
water-soluble

—

—

toxic chemicals. Plastic polymers,

it turns out, are sponges for DDT, PCBs, and other
oily pollutants. The Japanese investigators found

that plastic resin pellets concentrate such poisons

to levels as high as a

milHon times

their concentra-

tions in the water as free-floating substances.
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is

inflatable dingy. In the end.

debris

of the

potential scope

problem
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around the northwest Hawaiian Islands could
stock the checkout counter at a convenience store.
My analysis of the stomach contents of birds from
two colonies of Laysan albatrosses that nest and
feed in divergent areas of the North Pacific [see
map on page 48] show difl'erences in the U'pes of
plastic they eat. I beHeve those differences reveal
something about the way plastic is transported and
breaks

down

in the ocean.

On Midway
bolus,

m

the Hawaiian chain, a

or mass of chewed food, coughed up by one

bird included
trast,

Island

a bird

many

identifiable objects.

on Guadalupe

Island,

By con-

which Hes 150

miles ofl"the coast of Baja CaHfornia, produced a
bolus containing only plastic fragments. The principal natural prey

but

of both bird colonies
Carl Safma notes in

as the ecologist

is

his

squid,

book

Eye of the Albatwss, the
described

Henry

"better

as

III, a

birds' foraging style

than

full

can be

Robert W.

fussy."

biologist at the University of Cahfor-

Santa Cruz, and his colleagues have tracked

nia,

both the Hawaiian and the Guadalupe populations
of birds and found that the foraging areas of each
colony in the Pacific are generally nonoverlapping
and wide apart.

One

difference

way

ently the

between the two

areas

is

debris flows into them. In Ingra-

OSCURS

to return for six years or more.

The

floated

lengthy pas-

sage seems to give the plastic debris time to break

is re-entering the oceans
came; the ancient plankton that once

on

Earth's primordial sea gave rise to the

petroleum now being transformed into plastic
polymers. That exhumed life, our "civilized
plankton," is, in efl:"ect, competing with its natural
counterparts, as well as with those life-forms that
directly or indirectly feed

appar-

model, debris from the coast of
Japan reaches the foraging area of the Hawaiian
birds within a year. Debris from the West Coast ot
the United States, however, sticks close to the
coast until it bypasses the foraging area of the
Guadalupe birds, then heads westward to Asia, not
ham's

it

Ironically, the debris

whence

I

on them.

And the scale of the phenomenon is astounding.
now beHeve plastic debris to be the most com-

mon

surface feature of the world's oceans. Because
40 percent of the oceans are classified as subtropical gyres, a fourth of the planet's surface area has
become an accumulator of floating plastic debris.
'What can be done with this new class of products
made specifically to defeat natural recychng? How
can the dictum "In ecosystems, everything is used"
be made to work with plastic?

D

into fragments.

subtropical gyres of the world
The
part of the deep ocean realm,

are

whose abiUty

and recycle
been seen as limitless.
That ecologically sound image, however,
was born in an era devoid of petroleumto absorb, hide,

refuse has long

based plastic polymers. Yet the

many

benefits of modern society's productivity

have

made

nearly

all

of us hopelessly, and

to a large degree rationally, addicted to
plastic.

ucts

Many,

we

if

not most, of the prod-

use daily contain or are con-

tained by

wraps, packag-

plastic. Plastic

and even clothing defeat air and
moisture and so defeat bacterial and oxing,

idative decay. Plastic
cisely

because

it is

so

is

ubiquitous pre-

good

at

preventing

nature from robbing us of our hard-

earned goods through incessant decay.
But the plastic polymers commonly
used in consumer products, even as single
molecules of plastic, are indigestible by
any

known

organism. Even those single

molecules must be further degraded by
sunlight or slow oxidative

breakdown be-

fore their constituents can be recycled

into the building blocks of Hfe.

There

is

on how long such recycUng takes
in the ocean
some ecologists have made
estimates of 500 years or more. Even
more ominously, no one knows the ultino

data

—

mate consequences of the worldwide dispersion of plastic fragments that can concentrate

the

toxic

chemicals

present in the world's oceans.

already

Contents of a bolus coughed up by an albatross on Midway Island shows that the Hawaiian
consumed many identifiable objects. Debris from Japan reaches the foraging area of

bird has

the Hawaiian birds within a year and

is

mostly

intact.
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Fight of the

Bumblebee

Insects, like people, are constantly threatened

Bumblebees' simple but

effective

immune

by disease.

systems shed light

on the evolution of immune defenses and the

of maintaining them.

costs

By Paul Schmid-Hempel

Humming
bumblebee worker
from.

tar

and pollen for

flo"wer

flower,

to

a

the foraging

battle

it is

also

is,

entangled in a lifelong

with microscopic enemies that try to capital-

on its efforts.
complex organisms, people included, face essentially the same predicament. Coping with actual
disease, of course, makes prodigious demands on
one's energy: taking to bed is often the only posize

All

sible solution.

Yet even

as

—keeping

market

a constant

to

to other colonies in the

almost

all

pollen in flowering

meadows

forced to fly slowly

when

flower

stalks.

is

that

workers are

they maneuver around

Slower flying speeds invite attacks by
flies of the family Conopidae. The

female parasitic

conopids inject their eggs into the abdomens of

some

larvae develop inside each bee,

consuming their host
from the inside out. Between
ten and twelve days later the
worker dies as the parasitic larrapidly

people.

some of

the disease organisms against

which people must be most on guard, including
malaria, dengue, West Nile virus, and leishmaniasis,
are themselves locked in equally desperate battles
with similar, if not identical, parasites.
Because of their importance as pollinators of fruit
crops and flowers, bees have been a focus in the
study of disease and disease resistance in "lower" organisms. The most prevalent disease in bumblebees
is caused by the trypanosome Ciirliidia boiiibi
mobile protozoan closely related to the microorganism that causes human sleeping sickness.
boiiibi

—

C

behind when an infected bee visits a
and those cells can survive for a day or two at
the bottom of flower tubes. When the next bee vis-

vae pupate inside

its

body.

The

pupas survive the winter
while the bee colony hibernates
and in the spring, as new queens and drone
bees are born, they develop into adult flies, ready
to attack the next batch of vulnerable workers.
The biology of social insects ants, bees, termites, and wasps
is fascinating in its own right.
But I became intrigued with how such organisms
deal with the additional threats posed by disease

—

—

—

and

parasites. Social insect colonies ofter a

standing

invitation for parasites to thrive. Besides being

crowded together

in

one

nest,

typically are close relatives ot

colony members

one another and
diseases. An abun-

cells are left

therefore susceptible to similar

flower,

dance of parasites, such as viruses, bacteria, fungi,
nematodes, tapeworms, and the larvae ot flies,
wasps, and moths, are known to infect bumblebees. Collecting common European bumblebees

its

up and
few dozen other

the flower, the infectious cells are picked

carried back to the nest,

52

visits,

that they transmit

on

the body's resources. Ironically,
the insects that carry

By June

of the same parasites

at

disease

toU

ulation.

Insects battle

ing together in close quarters,

bay takes

disease

the eggs hatch, and the parasite

—

at

The

foraging worker bees. There

go about the business of ordinary living working, crowd-

a local

more flower

via

we

caring for children, shopping

are put at risk.

popbumblebee colonies in a
population have become infected by C. bombi,
though a large fraction of workers within each
colony do survive the infection.
Another health hazard of collecting nectar and

colony

bumblebee always on the verge of

crisis;

queen

for many,

its

nothing could be further from the truth. Not only
an energy

a

often spreads rapidly through the colony and then,

the epitome of nature's peace and tranquillity. Yet

is

workers and

busily coUectiiig nec-
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where

a

/

Bumblebee worker runs a double risk when collecting nectar from a flower First, viruses, bacteria,
and other disease organisms left behind by infected bees can contaminate the flower parts and
thereby spread from bee to bee. Second, hovering in place before landing on the flower exposes
the bee to attacks by parasitic flies, which inject their eggs into the abdomen of the bee.

(Boiiibus tenestris)

that in

some

from summer meadows shows

years and locations the larvae of

conopid flies parasitize two-thirds or more ot the
worker bees, leaving them with just a week or so
to live. A scene of busy bees may look untroubled,
but what is actually charming our senses is an army
of the living dead. How do bumblebees survive
such an onslaught?

world,
est

it

The most potent weapon

against parasites in the arsenal of every

complex

seems, no organism

or most "primitive"

—

—not even

has

been

the small-

able to

go en-

immu-

without immune
its downside. In our work on bumblebees,
my colleagues and I have been able to make quantitative estimates of the costs of sustaining a simple

tirely

Fortunately, bees and other social insects have
their countermeasures.

organism is the immune system. The insect imsystem has ties to that of the common ancestor of insects and vertebrates, dating back more
than 450 million years, and has even older atiinities
with the defense systems of plants. In a dangerous

mune

defenses. Yet even

nity has
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Roughly

speaking, insects have

immune

which

responses,

response time and

The more
known as

specificity'.

immune

branch ot the

system

two kinds of

differ primarily in

general
the in-

is

nate, or constitutive, response. Innate defensive

chinen,' can

though

diately,

(PO

A

in a nonspecific way.

element of that response
cade

ma-

be directed against an infection immethe so-called

is

main

proPO

cas-

enzyme phenoloxidase),
sequence of biochemical steps that make

rapid

stands for the

a
a

molecule called melanin. Together with its intermediate products, melanin is toxic to most microorganisms. The cascade of reactions begins
when PO is converted to an active form that helps
catalyze the further chemical steps that lead to

large

The proPO

melanin.

an infection

is

—

stepped up

when

characteristic

of de-

cascade

recognized

—

is

fense systems that occur in such diverse invertebrate

organisms
role in the

known

immune

response. That response,

encapsulation,

as

fleas.

cascade and melanin also play a key

second major defensive action of the in-

innate

sect's

and water

as butterflies, starfish,

The proPO

is

directed mainly against

an

relatively large parasites that invade

insect's

body. At least in most insects, the principal players
in the process are the

blood

cells,

more properly

hemolymph cells. (Insect "blood," or hemolymph, unhke our own blood, is not dehvered
called

freely laps

through vessels by a pump. Instead, it
around all the internal organs, propelled

by muscle

action.)

to

body

cells

During encapsulation, speciaHzed hemolymph
cells called hemocytes become attracted to an invader, such as the lar\'a of a conopid fly. As the hemocytes attach to

proPO

cascade

acts as a

is

its

surface

activated.

and aggregate, the

The

resulting melanin

kind of mortar that cements hemocyte

"bricks" in place around the larva. Within a few
hours, the invader

becomes enclosed in
cells, which seals

a

capsule of melanized

it

hardened
oS" from

the rest of the interior of the host.

In addition to their innate
Social insect populations such as (top to bottom) honey-

bees, weaver ants,

and

soldier termites live

in

ideal

conditions for the spread of disease. They share close
quarters,

making rapid

infection possible,

and they are
them all

often close relatives of one another, making

susceptible to similar disease strains.

can also

mount

melanogaster), the

immune
yond

system. That

has imphcations be-

the insect world, however, because the insect

immune

system

is,

in

many

ways, a simphfied

ducing

a peptide,

somycin.
but

it

is

The

immune

fly's

system

peptide

is

inactive against bacteria,

and
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ulti-

pro-

highly potent against filamentous fungi.

Hke nearly ever\'thing else in
mately be balanced against its costs.

must

starts

or short protein, called dro-

Drosophila also produces peptides such

Ute,

system, in-

a so-called

model ot our own. Our observations of bees have
made it clear that the benefits of immune protection,
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work

immune

induced immune
response. In that case, the immune system responds
more specifically to certain invaders. For example,
within thirty minutes after a tungus has penetrated
the larva or adult of a fruit fly (Drosophila
sects

in response to infection

as defensin,

by gram-positive

bacteria,

diptericin, in response to gram-negative ones.

The

foreign intruders that trigger distinct induced

immune

responses in insects belong to fairly broad

categories

—

bacteria, fungi,

core, though, the system

is

and protozoa. At

a simpler

its

but functional

immunity in
inunune cells, for example, are
exquisitely tuned to produce custom-made antibodequivalent to the system of induced

mammals.

Human

response to millions of foreign substances, or

ies in

antigens.
talion

The

highly specific antibodies and the bat-

of destroyer

immune

cells

of the mammalian induced

may seem

requires a smaller overhead to Junction,

and

well render

it

no

Whether

less sopliisticated

the

immune

than our own.

response

induced, the host must

its

may

first

is

innate or

manage

to rec-

ognize that a foreign molecule has breached the
skin and gotten into
deal of

work

its

body. In people,

understanding of how the

tem

a

great

has led to a reasonably clear scientific
cells

of the

immune

sys-

patrol for foreign substances. Basically, each

immune

sect

known.

pa-

A few

identification system are far less well

of the proteins that act

as sentries

and

recognize intruders have been identified, but most

has

general effectiveness against the insects enemies

kind of

as sentries

and constantly check the ID
cards. Foreign bodies without proper identification
are marked tor destruction.
Understandably, perhaps, the workings of the in-

are

tem

displays a

trol for intruders

evolutionary pin-

like the

body

molecular identity card. Cells acting

nacle of precision. Yet, in fact, the simpler insect sys-

system

that belongs to the

cell

obscure. The specificity of the insect system
been deduced simply by observing how it reacts

still

to various experimental infections.

What

is

clear,

nonetheless,

is

that in

both insect

and human systems, once an intruder is recognized,
a cascade of events is set in motion. Any sentry cell
that identifies an intruder spews messenger molecules into the hemolymph (or the blood). Those
molecules must then reach various classes of receptors

on

immune

the surfaces of the cells responsible for the
reaction. In people,

centrated in the
In insects,

immune

bone marrow and

immune

the

cells are

lymph

con-

glands.

ceVs occur mostly in the so-

THICK SKIM

INDUCED
IMMUNITY
ftjtn3us
TnesseTiger__
TTiolecufes
»
, 7

bacteriimi

^

plasm at ocyie

melanized
tnelanin

granular/

foreion body

ruptured
fungus

ruptured
bocteriiUTl

hemocyte
diagram of the bee immune system. After getting past the bee's
and its acidic midgut, an intruder faces two branches of immune defense:
the innate and induced responses. The innate response is a general yet speedy reaction, whereas
the slower induced response can tell the difference between, say, fungi or bacteria. (Early steps in
Simplified

and

stylized

exoske/eton, or "skin,"

the activation of the induced

immune response

are not well understood.)
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called fat body, a decentralized organ that

out over almost the entire interior ot the

Two main

insect

immune

role in the defense against fungi,

mostly

mechanism

a

which

and

a

plays a

receptor as-

IMD pathway,

which

is

for defense against bacteria.

no such immunity'. In all those
of having the immunity is paid in
the reduced fitness of some other component of
that carry

cases the price

the organism.

Immune
munity

activated by the messenger molecules, the

immune

insect

immune

laborators,

cells

produce peptides, which

are

and

act

more or less

specifically against the var-

ious categories of pathogens: gram-negative bacteria,

gram-positive bacteria, and fungi.

known about how
but one important

may

of powerful

Not much

is

the peptides act against bacteria,
etfect

is

response
I

is

that they alter the per-

turn out to he a rich source
antibiotics for people.

not the only aspect of im-

is

costly, too.

deployment of an
Along with my col-

have experimentally investigated that

cost in bumblebees.

Insect peptides have potent antimicrobial properties,

readiness

that has a cost; the actual

Once

then secreted into the hemolymph.

Insects

granulosis virus have fewer offspring than the

moths

receptors have been

identified to date: the Toll-receptor,

sociated with the so-called

spread

is

insect.

We

sponse by tooUng their
ing to an

artificial parasite.

we implanted

tested their innate re-

first

immune

systems into react-

Early in the morning,

of nylon into the body caviThe nylon was chosen to mimic the larva of a conopid fly.
One group of bees was then allowed to fly out for
food, wliile the other group was kept fironi leaving
the hive. Flying consumes a great deal of energy,
and so, we reasoned, the energy demands of flying
would compete with the energy needed to fuel the
ties

a thread

ot workers ot B.

immune

response.

terrestris.

We

retrieved the nylon implant

had worked for a day. Sure enough,
the bees that were allowed to fly encapsulated the
nylon thread 20 percent less often than the bees that
were kept firom flying. Such a difference could be
just enough for a parasite to survive a bee's immune
response, with fatal consequences for the bee.
after the bees

meability of the bacterial

cell

membrane. That

change eventually kills the invader.
Two such peptides in the bee, hymenoptaecin
and apidaecin, attack many kinds of bacteria. In
their

fact,

human

targets

include

pathogens, such

several

well-known

as Eiiterohacter,

Escherichia

coh, Salmonella, Shigella, Streptococcus, StapJiylococcus,

and

That

Yersinia.

raises

an exciting possibihty for

far the most species-rich
group of animals on the planet, and the diversity of
their antimicrobial peptides must also be enormous.
Some of those peptides inay well turn out to be
powerful antibiotics for our own medical purposes.

medicine. Insects are by

We

also tested the bees for the costs

ing an induced

immune

of mount-

response. In that

experiment we again activated the bumblebees' immune systems, but without introducing any stand-in
for an actual parasitic infection. Instead, we extracted lipopolysaccharide (LPS) molecules

from

the surface of gram-negative bacteria and injected a

hemolymph with
As we expected, the bees' immune
systems recognized the molecules and subsequently
dose of LPS into the worker bees'

The

insect

immune

system mobilizes defenses

coping with the various threats bumbleencounter. But effective protection
comes at a cost. Everyday hfe offers plenty of good
analogies. A burglar alarm in your house, for instance, is cosdy to purchase and operate, even if you
never use it. Moreover, once it is activated, you
have to call in the poHce for an effective defense.
for

bees

may

Insects face similar trade-offs

—though

rency in which costs are counted
ness,

not

dollars.

the cur-

Darwinian fitConsider what happens when
is

closely related honeybees, or hnes, are selected for

resistance

honeybee

to

foulbrood, a bacterial disease of

larvae. It turns

resistant larvae

out that the foulbrood-

grow more slowly than

susceptible to the disease. Similarly, fruit

the lines
fties

lected to resist the attacks of parasites are less

se-

com-

petitive foragers than their nonresistant counterparts.
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And

Indian meal moths selected to
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resist

a fine

needle.

released specific antibacterial peptides into the he-

molymph

—even though no

ever really present.

bacterial infection

was

To our surprise, however, we de-

no negative consequences. The test bees behaved normally, unimpressed by the energy challenge of having to activate their immune systems.
They seemed to carry on with their daily routines.
Only later were we able to tease out the costs of
the immune response. Our first group of bees had
free access to energy, in the form of sugar water.
But
a later test group, we denied the bees sugar
water, then carried out the rest of our procedure
with LPS. That time, the immune response took
its toU. Almost regardless of how their immune
systems were challenged, those bees were more
than 50 percent more likely to die than their untected

m

challenged counterparts.

——

Ourdamage

and drones. The bumblebees paid

findings suggest that sometimes the actual
inflicted

by

a parasite

on

its

host

—

whether bumblebee, human, or otherwise may
not even be caused directly by the parasite. Rather,
the costs to the host of mounting a defense, even a
"successful" one, could lead to damage unless the
host can offset those costs, say, by consuming more
food. The costs of defense are probably borne by
organisms

all

all

the time, just to keep parasites in

check. Usually organisms are obhvious to the
stress, except when conditions become so unfavorable as to reveal

We

it.

bumblebees

When we

were not the only entities to pay a price.

challenged the workers of a colony with small injections of

LPS over

the hfe cycle of the entire

colony, a major loss in reproductive capacity ensued.

no

Even though no worker ever got

actual parasite

at least

half its

is

sick (since

involved), the colony

lost

normal numbers of daughter queens

Sees haded down with parasites may not appear
fly

still

sick, until the/r

a bit farther for nectar, for instance, disease-ridden

can die suddenly and

in

bees

high price for

the underlying molecular and biochemical processes
are

made each

year. Investigators

ticularly excited

have become par-

about tracing several elements of

immune defenses to the system of innate immunity that goes back more than 450 million years.
That innate system, exhaustively tested by evoluinsect

tionary change, has played a crucial role in the

recent evolution of the induced

also discovered that individual

a

immune response.
The study of insect immunity has become a hot
topic in immunology. Major new discoveries about

their

immune

mammals. To understand the evolutionary
it

will

be

essential to

more

defenses ot
process,

how the benefits
of immune response were

understand

and costs of various kinds
balanced against the prevailing parasitic

threats.

good living model in which to
study those issues. Examining their struggles with
disease promises to shed Ught on how and why imD
mune systems evolved the way we observe.

Bumblebees

routine

initially

is

are a

disrupted.

If

forced to

unfazed by an infection

—

large numbers.
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THIS

LAND

Oasis in the Everslades
A

Florida u'ildUfe refuge combines nature

By Robert

H.

and

nurture.

Mohlenbrock
Spider

Wetlands once covered
much of the
third

southern

of the Florida

peninsula. Cypress

swamps dominated

the western part of the region and

mangrove swamps the south coast. In
the east lay a vast tract of water and
sawgrass

known

as the Everglades.

the late 1940s, the U.S.

Army Corps

of Engineers began the estabhshment
of three so-called water conservation
areas, which further reduced the natural flow of water through the
Everglades.

The good news

for the

and animals that depended on

plants

the vanishing wetlands

is

that

m

lily

more than 220 square
the retuge

is

dered by levees.

managed

miles.

Most of

Everglades marsh bor-

The water flow

to create

marsh

is

areas for

watertowl and other plant and ani-

mal

species.

Within the marsh

slightly elevated portions

are

of terrain

known

as tree islands, which, true to
name, support the growth of

Prior to the nineteenth century, most

1951, the U.S. Fish and Wildhfe

their

of the settlement in southern Florida
was confined to the strip of elevated
land along the Atlantic coast. But by
the 1 800s people bent on farming
began draining the Everglades by
constructing canals and levees.

Service and the State of Florida,
under the Migratory Bird
Conservation Act, turned one of the

swamp

water conservation areas into

way from Lake Okeechobee south-

a

na-

managed by

400-acre cypress

conserves the remains of a

once extended

habitat that

all

the

east to Fort Lauderdale.

tional wildlife refuge.
Still

trees. In addition, a

the Fish and

Perhaps the most striking plants in
the cypress

swamp

are the epiphytic

bromehads, which are members of
the pineapple family. These gray or
gray-green plants Uve on the branches
and trunks of the trees, but they are
not parasitic. Instead, their leaves absorb moisture and nutrient particles
directly from the air, such as the remains of decaying leaves and the
droppings of insects and birds.
Spanish moss is the most famiHar example, though a misnomer: it is not
a moss but a flowering plant. Its
small,

yellow-green flowers are par-

ticularly fl-agrant after

The

mam

sundown.

entrance and the

visitor's

center of the refrige are located west

of Boynton Beach, on Lee Road,
U.S.
White water

lilies

bloom along

a canoe

tra/7 in

the Arthur

pubUc entry point (from Loxahatchee
Road, also off route 441) is farther
south, west of Boca Raton. The

R. Marsliall

Loxahatcbee National Wildlife Refuge.

In 1934 Congress established the

R.

Marshall Loxahatchee National

the southern part of the original

Wildlife

south ot

North of the park and
Lake Okeechobee, however,

development continued. There, in

58

Wildlife Service, the Arthur

Everglades National Park to preserve
Everglades.
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Refuge (named

ofl^

Highway 441. The only other

for the

nearby town of Loxahatchee and in
honor of a former employee of the
Fish and Wildhfe Service) covers

northern two-thirds of the refuge is
closed to public use, but the rest provides ample opportunities for biking,

canoeing, fishing, and hiking.

The

refuge needs extensive

agement

to maintain

its

man-

present con-

dition. Periodic prescribed

burning

ten feet long, to the tiny

enhances the growth of certain native
species and, perhaps more important,

water spangles and mosquito

slows the growth of an aggressive in-

In between are

vasive species, melaleuca. Further-

fern, giant

of the
Comprehensive Everglades Restora-

strap fern, royal fern,

more, the refuge

a part

which

tion Project,

turn

is

much of the

as

possible to

more

Everglades

swamp

on the water.
cinnamon

sword

fern.

fern,

long

and
Apart from

Spanish moss, epiphytic

trying to re-

is

fern that float

bromeliads include ball

as

moss, Schultes northern

natural conditions.

A

major part of the project, under
the direction of the Corps of

needleleaf (with curved

Engineers,

leaf,

is

to restore the natural

and southern needleand the rare spreading

leaves)

The

The South Florida
Management
District, which
Water

bromeliad

is

manipulating water depths and

pineapple,

which produces
emerg-

flow of water.

is

flows under

its

air plant.

jurisdiction and ex-

small purple flowers

amining the responses of plants and
animals, is conducting experimental
studies at the refuge. The hope is to
learn

how

on

to re-create,

ing from red, usually yel-

low-tipped bracts.
Marsh About

a small

communities similar to
the ones that still occur in the
Everglades. Results from these studies will be appUed to the larger
Everglades complex.
scale, natural

good

swamp

of the cypress

swamp by following

a

0.4-mile

boardwalk near the main entrance.
The standing water along the way
can be as much as two feet deep in
rainy seasons, or
tirely in

mile hiking

as

maple

tree,

also

grow

bay,

is

plants are visible floating in

Wild pineapple grows on trees but

the water or protruding

it

Among

wax

Among them

its

nutrients from moisture

is

not a parasitic plant;

and particles

in

the

air.

are
lily,

sweetscent, Virginia saltmarsh

mallow, and winged loosestrife.
Sawgrass

The

species

actually a

is

though at least it
aptly named for its notched leat
edges and their efiects on unprotected legs. It often grows in dense
colonies interspersed with dahoon
holly and wax myrtle. This habitat
sedge, not a

grass,

is

typically borders tree islands.

Tree island Areas of the

marsh sUghtly

elevated above the water level usually

canopy in-

clude buttonbush, dahoon holly,
Virginia willow and

it.

gets

and red

here. Native shrubs

scattered beneath the

one

bog hemp, camphor pluchea, seaside
goldenrod, southern swamp crinum

but other species

coco plum, red

trail circles

of the marshes. Various

water are such species as alligator Hly,

can vanish en-

dry periods. Pond cypress

the dominant

such

it

mile from

arrow arum, bull-tongue arrowhead,
pickerelweed, water lettuce, white
water lily, yellow water lily, and the
invasive alligator weed. Growing in
soggy soil but usually not in standing

Visitors can see a

cross section

a

the visitors center, a 0.8-

above

HABITATS
Cypress

showiest

the wild

have

myrtle.

the invasive species found

them
hoon

a

dense growth ot

are buttonbush.
holly,

and red

trees.

Among

coco plum, da-

bay.

here and there are Brazilian peppertree, guava, laurel

fig,

melaleuca,

Old World climbing fern, and strangler fig. Climbing hempweed, laurel
greenbrier (bamboo vine), musca-

Robert Mohlciihrock

i<

plant biology at Soiiihern

professor emeritus of
Illii}ois L'liii'ersily in

Carbondale.

dine grape, pepper vine, saltmarsh

For visitor information, contact:

morning

Arthur

glory, Virginia creeper,

wild balsam pear, and other vines
form dense entanglements.
Ferns range in size from the giant
leather fern, with fronds as

R. IVIarshall

Loxahatchee

National Wildlife Refuge

much

as

10216 Lee Road
Boynton Beach, FL 33437
(561) 734-8303
http://loxahatchee.fws.gov
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REVIEW

Stand and Deliver
Why
By

did early hominids begin to walk on two feet':

Ian Tattersal

Ask

any paleoanthropologist

what got humankind started
on its unique evolutionary
trajectory, and the reflex answer will
almost certainly be "the adoption of

upright bipedalism."

And whatever

the exact characteristics of the most

may have

ancient hominid

been,

is no question that the adoption
of upright locomotion on the ground
was an epoch-making event for our

there

hominid

The

family.

idea that

Homo sapiens might be

descended from some ancient apeanimal that walked around on its
two hind legs goes back at least as

like

inid

whose

got around using four limbs,
tuitively

hom-

ancestors almost certainly
isn't it

in-

obvious that the particular

ing one? And,

stories

the very

least,

clear that upright bipedalism

is

it's

scending from the trees to Uve on the

from ourselves the most committedto-ground-dweUing of all Hving pri-

And Darwin

famously

expressed a similar viewpoint in Tlie

Descent of Man, published in 1871.
that the impor-

Darwin speculated

tance of bipedalism was that

it

freed

from the demands of locomotion, thereby opening the way for
toolmaking and other manual activities
that make us uniquely human. If so, it
the hands

took some time for our precursors to
realize the potential of their upright
posture:

it is

now

clear that the origin

of stone toolmaking postdated the acquisition of bipedaHsm by rrdllions of
years. StiU,

it is

hard to

resist

the idea

was a necessary condition for all that followed, even if it
might not have been a sufficient one.
that bipedalism

Since Darwin's day, paleoanthropol-

have energetically sought the
key to hoininid erectness in many difogists

ferent places. Nearly always, though.
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mates, have accompUshed that shift
by becoming even more speciaUzed
quadrupeds than their more arboreal
ancestors had been before them.
So just what was going on when
our ancient forebears, in a period of
climate change that transformed their
ancestral forested habitats in Africa

one of

and grasses,
two-legged
locomotion on the ground? There
has been no dearth of suggestions, all
into

and

trees, shrubs,

started opting for upright,

based on adaptation to some aspect or

another of ground-dwelling life. I
I have long

on the

a

The

first

to describe a truly an-

was the Australianborn physical anthropologist and palecient biped

ontologist

Raymond

spot dangerous animals

Other

of "adaptation" to simultaneously exand all evolutionary innovais

made

up of a whole host of features that
one could describe as adaptations,
whereas natural selection can only

at a distance.

investigators have pointed out

that an animal looks bigger

when

it

which might help discourage predators from attacking it. Corroborating that idea, contemporary
studies do seem to show that the
predatory interest of big cats is more
stands up,

ettes

plain any

Dart, in 1925.

Dart understood that life on the
predator-ridden open savannas would
have been pretty dangerous for the
relatively small, slow, and defenseless
early hominids. He suggested that
standing up would have enabled the
creatures to peer over tall grass and

readily triggered

profligate use

any individual

whole host of terrific

subject.

been suspicious of the

all,

whole
is no

that paleoanthropologists have

come up with

have to confess here that

tions. After

the

aU. Still, there

not

an automatic primate response to de-

which appeared
opening decade of the nine-

teenth century.

thing, warts

doubt

at

down on

vote up and

advantage of walking upright on two
Hmbs must have been an overwhelm-

ground. Even patas monkeys, apart

Philosophie Zoologiqiie,

60

hardly an optimal solution for a

Lamarck's great

far as Jean-Baptiste

in the

Holy
GraU of a single critical function: what
exactly was it about being upright that
gave early hominids the edge? For,
given that teetering along on a single
pair of feet is, to all appearances,
these scientists have sought the

by horizontal silhou-

than by vertical ones.

Those who prefer

look upon
as bushleague versions of ourselves have
tended to side with Darwin. They see
to

even our remotest ancestors

bipedalism

as a

mechanism

for freeing

the hands to carry food and other ob-

—

Alexis

Rockman,

Creationist's Classroom,

1998

jects

back to

home

way

—

mothers to tote
babies around. The most recent wrinkle in this hypothesis has been the
suggestion (by male paleoanthropolo-

particularly
to cool down your body
your heat-sensitive brain. Lacking specialized means for such cooling, hominids might have discovered that by
standing up, they absorbed less of the

hominid

Sun's heat (by miniiTiizing the surface

calculations

males used their free hands to carry

plausible conditions, ground-living

had dramatically

exposed directly to the Sun's vertical rays). Furthermore, standing exposed the heat-radiating portions of

curtailed their food seeking. This so-

their bodies to the cooling breezes

of making

it

that

gists)

base, or as a

easier for

bipedal

early

food back to hapless females, whose
baby-toting

cial

activities

behavior supposedly led in turn

area

blow above ground-level vegeta-

that

Our Ancestors

Princeton Uniuersity Press,

hibitionist tendencies

Up

2003;

An

opposing camp argues
is simply the most en-

that bipedalism

way for a hominid to
on a flat surface. Careful
show that, under certain

ergy-efficient

get around

hominids expend less energy moving
around on two legs than they do on
four. And the less energy you expend,
the less food you need to find

Becoming

Key

Human

Mifflin,

Ught of
Inries,
some

all

the competing theo-

cautious weighing of

their relative merits

is

clearly

wel-

that,

inids

2003; $23.00

became

ing exactly

of

why hom-

upright, and to explor-

how

that event

shaped subsequent

of males.

from rather
them-

ditlerent perspectives, devote
selves to the question

by Craig Stanford

Houghton

reason for bipedalism

come. With
now are two books

Upright: The Ei'olutionary
to

real

excellent timing, here

$35.00

sexual slight, have directly blamed

on the appalling ex-

First Stood

by Jonathan Kingdoti

haps in retaliation for the perceived
erect bipedalism

no means met with univer-

please stand up?

Lowly Origin:
Wliere, Wiien, and Why

story has the undeniable attrac-

of human physical and social peculiarities, but it is no less controversial for
that, and it has recently come under
attack on a variety of grounds. Feininist anthropologists, for example, per-

has by

acclaim.

Will the

pair-bonding, concealed ovulation,
and the prominence of female breasts.
tion of tying bipedalism to a variety

sal

another clear advantage.

to such far-reaching consequences as

The

esis

human

may have
evolution-

ary history. Intriguingly, both authors

Lately,

the subject

might be

called the thermoregulatory

hypothesis.
forest,

on
has focused on what

the bulk of the debate

When

you're out of the

the argument goes, you're out

of the shade. With direct exposure to
the tropical Sun,

you need some way

tion.

The

idea

is

persuasive.

The

cool-

ing effects dovetail nicely with such
special

human

characteristics as sweat-

ing and the drastic reduction

pared with

—com— of

our ape ancestors

body hair.
But the thermoregulatory hypoth-

pardy avoid the Holy Grail
by developing quite complex
scenarios. Each book, moreover, is a
work of advocacy, with a clear and
well-defined story to tell. That approach has the advantage of making
both books highlv readable. At the
at

least

trap
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—

same rime, though,

it

leaves readers

with little choice but to embrace or
to spurn the arguments in their entirety, instead of otiering readers a
chance to shop around among the
various components of each story.
Jonathan Kingdon commands a
unique posirion at the interface ot science and art. Not only has he made a
substantial contribution to the scientific

understandiiag of Afirican

evolution and

hanced our

diversity';

mammal

he has

en-

also

aesthetic appreciation

of

sume

the support of the upper body's

weight.

The

resulting reduction of

upper-body bulk improves the balance
of the vertical trunk, until "four-legged
movement cease[s] to be as efficient as
simple straightening of the legs." At the
same tinie. the pressure from predators
on the ground becomes greater than it
ever was in the trees, and so sur\ival
dictates greater social cooperation and
more complex beha\'iors than ever before. Those developments enable the
hominids to explore an increasingly

early hominids: creatures

who were

forced to change their ancestral feed-

ing habits

as a result

vironment.

More

of a changing en-

they
supplement the food resources
available in the forest canopy with
nutrients found on the forest floor.
Such a bald statement of Kingdons
complex and nuanced argument
which acmaUy reaches back to explore
our remotest primate origins, and
beyond does Htde justice to his elegant and thoughtful, if somewhat
idiosyncratic, book. Whether or not
Kingdon manages to convince you of
his larger thesis, you wnR be provoked
along the way by the many connections he makes. And just as important,
Lowly Origin is a landmark for its thoroughness in integrating the ston,' of
human evolution (which he brings up
to the present day) wth that of the
evoking landscapes and habitats of the
African continent. What's more,
Kingdon doesn't shy away from ex-

had

specifically,

to

—

trapolating the past to the future,

painting an unattractive portrait of our

whose past
depended on invading the
ecological niches of others, but whose

species as a '"niche thiet"'

success has
A. Demarle, Evolution oi

Man from Memmais, 1 883

rapacious acti\dties
these animals through his graceful

broad range ot envirorunents, until

drawongs and paintings. Predictably,

they occupy the open savamia.

book Lowly Oriam

(a title

his

drawn from

concluding statement in

Dar\^'in's

Descent of Man)

Tlie

enlivened by a gen-

is

erous selection of engaging illustrations. After listing at least thirteen

have been
one time or another tor

distinct explanations that

advanced

at

hominid bipedalism (including all the
ones mentioned above, and many
more besides), Kingdon plumps for
a multicausal argument, drawing on
his extensive knowledge of African
ecology and biogeography.

own

c

now

threaten even

fiiture stirvival.

Governing this proposed sequence
of events is the African enwonment
in which the early hominids hved.

tologist

Somewhat

ing the behaviors of African apes. His

controversially,

contends that apelike

from

Kingdon

human ancestors

of African ancrossed back into Africa from

Eurasia, originally

cestry^

'

raig Stanford, the author

of Up-

right, is

an accomphshed prima-

who

has specialized in study-

knowledge of chimpanzees, and,
particular, his field

them, inform

much

in

experience with
ot his

new book.

Arabia about 10.5 million years ago.

Stanford points out that bipedal loco-

motion

an ancestral quadrupedal
"ground ape" slowly but smoothly

At that time the ancient Tethys Sea,
which preceded the Mediterranean,
was closing, permitting intercontinental contact betv-'een Africa and
Eurasia. These apeHke ancestors ultimately evolved to become chimpanzees and gorOlas in the dense rainforests
of central Africa, while,
isolated on the other side of a rela-

progresses to a long-lasting squat-feed-

tively arid,

another

cooling of the brain, but he finds
problems with them aU.
One of the pleasures of Stanford's
book is its splendidly gossipy account

ii^ phase. "^Tienever the creature for-

group of descendants occupied the
drier Httoral forests of the African
continents eastern edge. Those latter

of recent research into the early historyof hominid bipedalism. It dw'ells lovingly, for instance, on the prolonged

primates evenmaUy gave rise to the

sniping that

His

scenario

is

a gradualist one.

At

first

ages

on

woodland floor,
held upright. Over mil-

the forest or

the trunk
lions

62

its

is

of years the hind

legs gradually as-
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treeless barrier,

is

a pretty bizarre

way of get-

imphcapreoy special

ting around, with the clear

rion that

it

calls

for a

explanation.

He

nation in

the usual places, notably

all

looks for that expla-

in the energetics of walking and the

went on between

r\vo
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scientists, one based in the
Midwest and the other on the East
Coast, over the interpretation of the
famous 3.2-million-year-old skeleton

groups of

Ethiopia kno\\Ti

fix>ni

ford places himself

Stan-

as Lucx":

somewhere

cause they were generaUsts. he ex'entu-

evolutionists can hardly invoke those

aUy talk back on en\Tionmental change
as at least the initial external impetus

possibilities

for the multistage sequence of events

new beha\"ior.

Once

a taste for

meat had been ac-

"By

said about how
innovation came to pass?

WeU,

bipedahsm arose
hominid history; even
no one can be certain, in the

quired, everything else followed.

Coast

three million years ago," he wTites,

quite early in

"the w-hole equation of foraging en-

if

assertion that Luc\'s

locomotor adaptation was "transitional." Just as reasonably, he accepts

ergetics

and

their (totally correct) conclusion that

mental

shift."

bipedahsm differed significandy
of her successors of the
genus Homo.
Oddly, in view of what Stanford has
to say later on in his book, he also
takes time to trash the idea that
bipedalism w^as driven by en\Tronmen-

been estabhshed. More efficient upright walkin g fed back into increasing
inteUigence and social complexit\",
and those attributes led to ever more
effective hunting. The last part of

Lucy^'s

from

tal

that

change.

More

was, and
thri\"e

A

Stanford's short

ftinda-

'Sirtuous circle" had

book

is

devoted to a

once-over-hffhtlv of the later

hom-

Did

it.

He

iiprioJit

concerned to
underKing explana-

inid fossil record, illustrating

how that

dynamic has played out over the
couple of milli on years.

past

it

in

meat

eating.

years ago, at the beginning

scenario he reconstructs,

of the

some

ver\"

eady hominids "shuffled across the
ground a bit bet^^"een frnit trees." But
as the climate became increasingly seasonal, and the grasslands expanded at
the expense of the forest, natural selection would have favored those indhiduals who shuffled most efficiendy
across the enlarging open areas. That
would have laid the groundwork for
the success of the archaic bipedal hominids. The\^ were the animals that could
most effectively scavenge meat from
ingly

open

smaller

encountered in increas-

areas,

even

as

they hunted

game in forests and woodmuch as some chimpanzees do

—

lands

today. Thus, despite Stanford's earher

insistence that

hominids succeeded be-
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hominid evolution.

there

is

a simple explanation,

potentially testable

by future

why

fossil dis-

early

hom-

began to move upright
on the ground as their ances-

'wo

T;

ver\- different

books, then,

presenting radically different sce-

our lineage. But, significandy. w"hat
both books have in common is a frrm
beHef in the gradual enxironmental
molding of lineages, generation by
generation, through natural selection.

Indeed, both authors see natural selection as a dri\ing force in

—though

tion

human

evolu-

Stanford correcdy

em-

phasizes that natural selection promotes

the

di\'ersit\'

of species, and stoudy deis toward amthing.

nies that evolution

Yet natural selection can only work
novelties presented to it sponta-

on

neously;

it

cannot

call

anatomical in-

novations into being, however desirable they

tral forests started

to fragment.

The

explanation

is

own

ancestors already favored

that then-

trees,

keeping their trtmks erect during foraging, as many other
primates do today. In other words,
the early hominids were bipedal because they were already creatures that

clearly

7 miUion and 8 million

carcasses the\"

And

upright postures in the

narios for the origin of bipedalism in

Bersveen

for later

on the owiind

is

a response to sonie-

finds

con-

ism was a formative event, with the
profoundest possible consequences

upright postures in trees?

cominced that the hominids' unusual and implication-ridden form of

tion for

also pretty safe to

It is

clude that the adoption of bipedal-

because their ancestors favored

still

discover a single

biped.

the

hominid was an upright

earhest

early hominids begin to

move

in diverse en\Tronments.

locomotion was
f/iHio, and he is

strictest genealogical sense, that

inids

Yet despite his emphasis on en\"ironmental adaptability, he

clear that

coveries, for

their abOit}- to

is,

had begun a

diet

it is

signi&cant,

he ai^es, w^as that from the
beginning hominids appear to
have been ecological generalists. The key to their success

64

this fateful

middle. Reasonably, he rejects the East
scientists"

their exploitation as

So what can be

that led to bipedalism.

in the

and

explanations for the appearance of the

would have been most comfortable (if
initially not totally at ease) mo^dng
upright on the grotmd.
was indeed the case, paleoneed to make
difficult choices from the extensive
menu of potential advantages that
upright locomotion may or may not
have offered the early hominids.
Once our preciusors had begun to
descend from the trees, at the ver\'
least encouraged to do so by a changing miheu, they stood and moved
upright simply because it was the
most natural thing for them to do. Of
course, once they had made this
move, all the advantages of this new
posture were theirs. And all of the hIf that

anthropologists don't

abilities too, for that matter.

might appear. In nature,

form has to precede frincrion, for
without form there can be no frmcrion. Yes, in retrospect bipedalism
opened up a huge range of radical
new^ possibihries for hominids. But

Ian Tattersall

is

a airator in the Division of

Anthropology at the American Mitseum of
Natural Histor}', and the author of numerous
books,

most recently

Minor

The Monkey

(Harcourt, 2002).
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By Laurence A. Marschall

And

then there is a wealth of hnand cultural evidence. Dozens
of living rituals, from the kiddush, or

Ancient Wine:Tlie Search
for the Origins of Viniculture
by Patrick E. McGoverii

is

to an ancient

wine and

Sorichold

years ago in the Caucasus, perhaps in

connection between

the shadow of Mount Ararat, where
Noah's ark supposedly came to rest.
From there, not surprisingly, the art of

life,

to the

civilization.

the love of wine, and so

is

and legend,

in lore

that

its

origins remain lost in the tangles of

Greco-Roman legend

time. In

com-

central to Jewish

munion wine of

$29.95

the

go back well before written

Christianity, attest

Sabbath "blessing over wine," which

2003;

Princeton University Press,

tures that

The ancient legends, it turns
out, may have contained more than a
"grape seed" of truth. The first wines,
he believes, were made at least 7,000

guistic

McGovern, who heads

records.

the Molecular Archaeology Lab-

wine making spread quickly: down
the Tigris and Euphrates Rivers,

oratory at the University of Pennsyl-

along the coast of the Levant to Egypt,

Patrick

E.

identified with bring-

vania

Museum,

ing the art of wine making westward,

skills

to this

a

and west to Turkey and Greece.
Molecular archaeology can identify

from lands

practitioner of molecular archaeology,

not only the source of the clay pots but

an emerging

the substances they once contained.

god Dionysus

is

of Persia. Biblical

east

who name Noah

the

first

cultivator of wine grapes describe

him

scholars

as

settling

down

become

the

loved his

work

as

brings a unique set of

daunting study. He's

field that applies the pre-

after the flood to

first

so

wine maker. He
much, according to

became the

first

In one of the most charming

tales

the story, that he

town drunk.
about the origins of wine, from ancient Persia, a fictitious

Kingjamsheed

keeps jars of fresh grapes year-round,
as

much

as

One

ot his

con-

which he enjoys almost
does

his

concubines.

sorts, suffering

from severe headaches,

mistakenly drinks from

ing spoiled

he

and

fruit

contain-

a jar

falls

into a deep

slumber, from which she awakes refreshed and cured of her

illness.

She

reports her experience to the king,

who

Fresco of putti pouring wine, Casa dei

Vettii,

Pompeii,

batch of grapes, and the

rest is

what

passed for history in those times.

wry judgment of

In the

poet of a

later period,

a Persian

however,

"Who-

ever seeks the origins of wine must be
crazy." Clearly, the

problem

lack of evidence but too

MiUions of

is

not the

much
may

clay pots that

of

it.

have

cision tools of

microchemical analysis
of prehistoric artifacts. By
measuring the precise mix of isotopes

Many

to the study

residues they

he can

served

in a potsherd, for instance,
identify
posit,

its

and

source

m a specific clay de-

tie it to

other pots whose

locations trace out trade routes and
cultural migrations that

would other-

of

tinue to produce and
table

commerce of wine makers

composition never before suspected.

of drinkers and grape stompers

decorate
vessels

tomb

from

and ceremonial
throughout the an-

walls

sites

cient world. In the Fertile Crescent

alone, so

many

clay tablets record the

perts have translated
a fraction

of them so

that ex-

and studied only
far.

residue

With

those tools

McGovern and

his

coworkers have investimted wine cul-

Few

consume

retsina

anything other than an odd way to

holdings of royal wine cellars and the

Pic-

probably

the absence

wine, seem to regard the practice

spoil a

sites.

tree resins that

as preservatives in

effective seals for containers.

as

archaeological

left,

today except the Greeks, v/ho con-

from pots can identify key ingredients that once were stored inside
them, even if only a few micrograms
of material remain. The jumble of ancient remains can be sorted out to reveal hidden patterns of wine usage
and distinctive variations in wine

at countless

judging from the
were Uberally mixed

early wines,

with pungent

wise remain unknown. Scrapings of

held intoxicating beverages are buried
tures

century

first

deliberately ferments his next

god-given drink.

The methods of McGovern and
colleagues have only

begun

his

to reveal

the details of how grape cultivation
and wine making developed in the ancient Mediterranean and the Near
East. But their findings so far, summarized in the book, are already a rich
treasury of lore on viticulaire and on
the drinking habits of the Assyrians,
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1

Eg^'prians, Greeks,

and other

cultural

groups in the region. This
study

bumper

destined

clearly

is

a standard in

achievement
^let

remain

will likely

every serious wine-lover's

library for a long time.

—

of

yield

to

crops in years to come, but

McGovern's book

itself

field

—and

To

to glorious

that

wine

us raise our glasses high.

Mutants: On Genetic Variety
and the Human Body
by Annand Marie Lewi
Viking Press, 2003; $25.95
Rosamond

Don't let the
smarmy

book

is

of freaks and
monsters. Armand Marie Leroi, a developmental biologist at Imperial
College, London, has written an elegant study, fiUed with narratives firom
early medical literature and insights
from the latest biomolecular research,
a

gallery

on the
and

at the Rib

ing

the makers of the award-winning Civil

War Life

JOHNSTOWN

FLOOD
NARRATED BY

RICHARD DREYFUSS

Series

subject of genetic variabihtv'

manifestations in the develop-

its

human

Not

Cage, 1987

book

Leroi's
But
not to

isn't

bulging with

born without eyes
and babies born without irises not to
mention the person born with five
nipples on one side and four on the
as flies

—

aim

is

to illuminate,

VariabiHts' in the

titillate.

human

organism.

that the

such oddities

species can be trivial, heroic,

or tragic, but in

all

cases

it is

evidence

of the coded blueprint in our genes,
and of the way that blueprint is expressed in the developing organism.

died at the respectable age of 98. Carl

Although it is ethically impossible to
experiment with the blueprint in the
laboratory
turning genes on and off
to see what happens
the outcome
can be studied if nature does the experiment. Each mutation thus ofl'ers a
glimpse ot how one set of instructions, written in our genes, ends up
forming a body.
Sometimes a mutant form arises
from one alteration in a single gene.

Herman Unthan, born without arms

Leroi cites the descendants of an "ex-

on Umb
development. By age 20 Unthan was

nese

other
From

Joined

bearded lady on the

dust jacket fool you: this

not

Purcell, Twins

(a

record). Leroi

is

also a gifted

raconteur, and he's assembled a cast of
fascinating

and exotic

Boruwlaski,

an

characters. Josef

eighteenth-century

whose memoirs

Polish courtier

intro-

stood just over three

human stature,
feet tall. He was a

fixture at the courts

of Europe, how-

duce

chapter on

a

married

ever,

and

well, raised a family,

in 1848, appears in a chapter

an established violin virtuoso, per-

torming

Viennese concert

halls

^^^th the great classical musicians

of his

in

time. In 1928,
citizen

by then

of the United

a naturalized

States,

he pro-

duced an autobiographical "pediscript" (so named because he had typed
it out with his toes) that was published
under the title Tlic armless fiddler.
For every uplifting

many

story, ot course,

—

—

who

1896 came ashore
at Cape Town, South Africa, and settled in the Cape Malay quarter. All of
his numerous progeny carry a mutathat
tion, on a gene called CBFA
affects cells that produce bone. And
many of his descendants have inhersailor,

in

,

ited the

mutations

clude soft

skulls,

missing teeth

seem

—

a fact that

to affect their

survey turned up about

ing:

conjoined twins sharing

a single

pair

of

people around Cape
mutation, and they

place

legs; a

when

man

virtually frozen in

his flesh

turned to bone;

people with single eyes, or with no
eves at

66

all.
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in-

does not
a 1996
thousand

vitalit\-:

disturb-

tales far

which

traits,

missing clavicles, and

more

there are

Chi-

ceptionally philoprogenitive"

a

Town
all

with the
speak with

pride of their cartilaginous ancestor.

Other mutations involve multiple
genes and work in ways far subtler
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even
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GALAPAGOS TRAVEL

18

Specializing

in

A land of cosmopolitan cities,
charming towns, ancient Viking ships
and breathtaking coastal voyages.
tacular.

comprehensive, educa-

tionally-oriented, professionally-led

39

natural history tours of the Galapagos

Spend 11 or 15 days in the
Galapagos touring all the significant
Islands.

of whales, icebergs and seabirds framed

NOVA SCOTIA

29

Guide - packed with everything
need to plan and book my vacation.

Travel

GARRETT COUNTY,

by our dramatic seascape and landscape and unique culture.

me my FREE 400
page Nova Scotia Doer's & Dreamer's

Yes, please send

outer islands.

19

TOURISM NEWFOUNDLAND &
LABRADOR
We offer our visitors the natural wonders

MD

I

40

TOURISM SASKATCHEWAN
Saskatchewan, Western Canada

-

I

Wanuskewin

Experience the hushed quiet of

western Maryland's mountains - hike
trails, paddle rivers and seven
lakes,

Korea

is

Get the

glamorous playgrounds. Enjoy luxury
at sea, aboard the elegant mid-sized

vacation guide FREE.

ships sophisticated travelers prefer.

Hub

the

BEAN

Experience a friendly, unique, and

impact the world

which

we

live.

little

One

over time.

of the

42

unspoiled destinations, depart

last

-

experience PNG.

TRAVEL DYNAMICS

INT'L
Engaging educational expeditions to

off-the-beaten-path destinations led by
expert study leaders from the American

32

SIMONS ISLAND

QUEBEC MARITIME

Museum

Nature destination par excellence, Le
Quebec maritime is a vast land whose
shores are washed by the Gulf St.

distinguished organizations.

Lawrence and the

Exclusive 10,000 acre Georgia island

43

Lawrence Riven

St.

of Natural History

UNIVERSITY VACATIONS
educational vacations at

33

beach, natural history tours, birding

MD

QUEEN ANNES COUNTY,

and European

Historic Sites from the 1600's,
waterfront dining on Kent Narrows,

and recreational activities galore,
gourmet regional cuisine and gracious
accommodations await just 30 guests.

cycle the Cross Island
in

MARYLAND VACATIONS
cities,

small

towns. Maryland has so
to do, so close together

many

things

FAMOUS

universities,

expedition cruises to Antarctica, the

antiquing

Trail,

NEW

our

Historic Stevensville, see

44

VIRGINIA TOURISM CORPORATION

Come

to Virginia. Because America

the Beautiful starts here. From the

S&S TOURS

Atlantic

Allegheny mountains- from

MONTGOMERY COUNTY, MD

Copper Canyon
with other Mexico trips focusing on
whale watching, butterflies and colonial

Experience transportation history along

history.

34

S&S Tours

C & O Canal and the National Capital
Trolley Museum. So many things to do

U.S.

and luxury

Amazon, and more.

exhibit about the Bay.

Beaches, mountains, big

and other

Free color catalogue featuring upscale

paradise, private 7-mile pristine

24

in

people whose ancient cultures

from the ordinary

enjoy the outdoors.

23

TOYOTA
vations and technologies that positively

world's

clothing and gear for people w/ho

LITTLE ST.

and

PAPUA NEW GUINEA
colorful

FREEPORT, MAINE SINCE 1912.
Over 90 years of providing quality

22

travel

For more information on Toyota inno-

31

have changed
L.L.

41

of Asia. Experience

5,000 years of our beautiful spirit,
history, culture and food. Request free
travel guides, maps, videos and posters.

21

160-page

official

I

KOREA

20

Explore Scandinavia and Russia.
Cruise to the Mediterranean's most

ORIENT LINES

30

forest

90,000 acres of parkland. Over
600 rental homes plus inns and hotels.

Nations heritage
site - T-Rex Discovery Centre - RCMP
Centennial Museum - 100,000 lakes.
First

specializes in

Ocean

to the Blue Ridge

and

skyscrapers and malls to tranquil
pastures and scenic byways, Virginia
offers everything

Costa Rica and Peru.

your family

will love.

the

1

25
I

35

45

602
miles of shoreline, unique charming

NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA

hamlets

Walk on the Ocean floor. Six hours
later, kayak above the same spot!
Just the beginning of the wonder

treasury of natural beauty and history,

Send

New

in

Island

36

Brunswick, Canada.

for your free information today.

in

exceptional adventures

37

Historic Easton offer

cities. Music and
and new. Engaging ageold traditions, Scottish ancestry to be

festivals old

a timeless

explored. Free

46
in travel

elephant walks, paleontological digs,
canoeing, kayaking and fishing.

NORTH CAROLINA OUTER BANKS
Pristine Beaches. Fishing. History. For

Vacation Planner.

WORCESTER COUNTY
Maryland's only seaside county.

to

Visit

Assateague

1980. Free brochures and quotes.

Kayak, canoe, bird watch or golf. Stay in
one of our many Bed & Breakfast Inns.

Island National Seashore.

TENT & TRAILS
&

Trail

is

the most complete
in

NYC.

We

everything

in

47

WEST VIRGINIA
Get away to relaxing surroundings,
and unforgettable
adventures. Escape to Wild and
Wonderful West Virginia.

outfit trips

to the Catskills, to Mt. Everest

38

official

Central and South America since

outdoor store

treks,

SCOTLAND

scenery, enchanting

Michaels, Oxford, Tilghman

TARA TOURS

Tent

Siberia. Expeditions include cultural

and camel

and

VISIT

Scotland, ancient castles, breathtaking

rivers,

in

Mongolia, Tibet, Nepal, China and
explorations, horse

St.

Tara Tours specialize

NOMADIC EXPEDITIONS
Pioneers

27

MD

Talbot County's five beautiful

waiting

26

TALBOT COUNTY,

with easy access to the nation's capital.

and

fascinating history

between.

TIAA-CREF
For over

80

years,

TIAA-CREF has

48

ZEGRAHM EXPEDITIONS

j

I

1

FREE Travel Guide

good

& Getaway

Card

for seasonal values.

helped the world's sharpest minds look
fonA/ard to a secure
future. Find out

28

NORWAY
Norway

is

and rewarding

how TIAA-CREF

can

help you achieve your financial goals.

nature at

its

most spec-

Log on

for ideas, advice

and

results.

Offers small-group expeditions to

remote locations around the world.
Expertly led and staffed, our programs
provide the finest adventure travel
experience imaginable.
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Experience SonicVision
How do

you see
your musio?

The American Museum

of Nat-

ural History, in association with

renowned per-

internationally

Moby and MTV2, presents
SonicVision a new digitally ani-

former

—

mated

alternative rock

Shown

in

the

music show.

Hayden Planetarium

Space Theater of the Rose Center for
Earth and Space, SonicVision blends
contemporary music, mind-bending
immersive animations, and state-ofthe-art technology into a theatrical
and musical presentation unlike anything else in the world. SonicVision.

the

first

music show

in

the

Hayden

cluding an

Emmy, a Peabody. and

Planetarium since the Rose Center

several Broadcast Design Association

opened

February 2000. brings the

awards, and

shows

sively in

in

laser light

1970s and

of the

sold

more than ten

million

albums worldwide to critical acclaim. A
longtime fan of space and astronomy.
Moby began collaborating with the Museum six months ago, using his legendary mixing and musical abilities to
develop the soundtrack for SonicVision. The mix features music by Radiohead, U2, Coldplay, The Flaming

Queens

for

exten-

more

show was produced by the same Rose Center team
that created the Museum's groundbreaking Space Shows. Passport to
tlie Universe and Tiie Search for Life:
than a decade. The

'80s into the 21st century.

Moby has

who has worked

broadcast design

Are

We Alone? Other major

tors include the
tion

company Curious

Alex Gray, Perry

collabora-

commercial producHall,

Pictures; artists

and

Darrel An-

derson; and over a dozen animators

Each segment

of the

smoothly progresses

blending different visions
thrilling

tion

journey.

launches audience members

wildly

a dance

party, float off into

while fireworks explode,

continuous journey that is at times
and at times raucous lead-

—

ing the viewer through

The music explodes to life on the
Space Theater dome in digital images
and animations. The visual landscape
of SonicVision was directed by former

MTV

art is also finding

who

the recipient of numerous awards,

I

is

in-

institutions

HE CONTB<T5 OFT}CSE PAGES

-iflE

and

its

way

galleries.

into fine arts

to the

space
and witness
a fiery kaleidoscope descending from
overhead. These images evoke a
at

Benton C. Madam Chao, Atmospherex. and Vishwanath Bush. VJ art
is the rapidly growing underground
arts movement where artists manipulate video in the same way DJs mix
records. A feature of dance clubs. VJ

Art Director Chris Harvey,

up

heavens. Viewers watch aliens rave

Canada,

of

into

far-off

planet with cathedral-like structures,

and then spins them

tranquil

Age, David Bowie, Boards
and Moby, among others.

a single

fantasy space, brings them to a

including popular VJs Bionic Dots.

of the

into

The dizzying anima-

Stone

Lips. Stereolab,

music show

into the next,

seemingly im-

possible spaces and landing finally
amid a peaceful, heavenly calm.
SonicVision would not be possible
without the Rose Center's breathtaking
digital

video technology.

Space Theater
ality

theater

is

in

PROVIDEDTO NAWRAL AftSTDBy BY THE AMERICAN MuSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY.

Its

429-seat

the largest virtual re-

the world,

and the

a

world's largest nonmilitary flight simulator. Its

dome

jectors,

low-frequency shakers

shape, seven

light proin

the

seats and floors, 23 speakers, and the

audio spatialization system create a

panorama
truly

of visuals

and sound

—

immersive experience. With Mu-

seum computers displaying on the
dome 28 times more image information than a television, the dome envelops the viewer

in

one huge seam-

image-space.
To achieve this spectacular

less

animators

illusion,

use software programs

with real-time visualization capabilities

including

MAYA,

XSI, Shake, Virtual

a new generation
music shows.

of

planetarium

and a special multipipe version of Filmbox designed especially
for use in the Hayden Sphere. The
software used to create the show
mixes standard animation tools to
create colossal, multilayered images

fines

that are uniquely tailored to the dome
display, some of which took weeks to

times are 7:30. 8;30, 9:30, and 10:30
p.m. Tickets are $15 for the general

Audio response analysis tech-

nology was also used to make some
of the animations coordinate with the

and $12 for Museum Members.
advance tickets, call 212-7695200 or visit vwvw.amnh.org. A service

music.

charge may apply.

Director,

render.

With

its

SonicVision

is

presented Friday and

tarium

the Hayden PlaneSpace Theater of the Rose

Center

for Earth

Saturday nights

in

and Space. Show

public

For

cutting-edge technology

merges thrilling visuals and
pumping music into a mind-blowing

sponsorship and technology support from

sensory experience, SonicVision de-

Sun Microsystems.

that

SonicVision

is

made

possible by generous

Conservatory:

EXHIBITIONS

Ttie Butterfly

Petra: Lost City of Stone

Tropical Butterflies Alive in Winter

Through July

6,

This exhibition

2004

tells

the story of a

thriving metropolis at the
of the ancient world's

routes

and

crossroads

major trade

of the technological virtu-

Nabataeans to
and maintain Petra in the harsh

osity that allowed the

build

Through May 31, 2004
The butterflies are back! This popular
exhibition includes more than 500 live,
free-flying tropical butterflies in an enclosed tropical habitat where visitors
can mingle with them.
The

desert environment.

Conservatory

Butterfly

made possible

is

through the generous support of Bernard
In

New

York, Petra: Lost City of

made possible by Banc
ties

and Con

Stone

is

Anne

and

Spitzer

of America Securi-

Edison. The American

Museum

of Natural History also gratefully acknowl-

edges the generous support of Lionel Pincus and HRH Princess Firyal and of The Andrew W. h/lellon Foundation. This exhibition is
organized by the American IVIuseum of Natural History. New York, and the Cincinnati Art
!\/luseum. under the patronage of Her IVIajesty
Queen Rania Al-Abdullah of the Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan. Air transportation generously provided by Royal Jordanian.
I.

This blue-green alga, Hormothamnion,

produces peptides

Vietnam:

Journeys of Body, Mind
Through January 4, 2004
Gallery 77,

first

&

The Lost Camels

John Hare, founder

Camel

in

the early

visitor is invited to

Vietnamese shoes" and ex-

in

among

life

Vietnam's more

Museum

Organized by the American

New

and

of Nat-

Museum of Ethnology. Hanoi. This exhibition and
related programs are made possible by the
philanthropic leadership of the Freeman
ural History.

York,

the Vietnam

Foundation. Additional generous funding pro-

vided by the Ford Foundation
ration

and

the Vietnam

Ethnology. Also supported
tural Council.

National

of Nat-

Museum of

by

the Asian Cul-

on canvas

The Bedouin of Petra
Through July

6,

the Humanities.

photographs document the
of Bedouin tribes living
site of

Jordan.

This exhibition is

search

of the elusive

endangered

and

wild Bactrian

and the Middle East:
Uncovering History's Earthquakes
Petra

Thursday, 11/20, 7:00 p.m.

Paleoseismology, the study of past

earthquakes, provides
into the

new

insights

archaeological interpretation

of Petra's

fall.

With

San Diego State

Tom

Rockwell,

University.

AND CHILDREN'S
PROGRAMS
FAMILY

LECTURES

Mosaic Tile Workshop
Sunday, 11/2 (Ages 7-9)

Laurence Bergreen discusses
Ferdinand Magellan's daring circumnavigation of the globe in the 16^'^

1

1:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. or 1:30-2:30 p.m.

Sunday, 11/9 (Ages 4-6, each child
with
1 1

one

adult)

:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. or

1

:30-2:30 p.m.

Nature for Kids and Caregivers

around the archaeological
in

in

critically

century.

Bdoul group
Petra

tions

Over the Edge of the World

2004

Photojournalist Vivian Ronay's evocative color

tells

the compelling story of his expedi-

Planning grant provided by the

Endowment for

Thursday, 11/6, 7:00 p.m.

Oil

Wild

for the collabo-

between the American Museum

ural History

of the

Protection Foundation,

camel.

than 50 ethnic groups.

1874.

of Tartary

sents Vietnamese culture

"walk

cells.

Tuesday, 11/18, 7:00 p.m.

floor

21st century. The

cancer

Spirit

This comprehensive exhibition pre-

plore daily

Frederic Edwin Church, El Khasne, Petra,

toxic to

made possible by the

generosity of the Arthur Ross Foundation.

From Sea

to

Pharmacy

Four Wednesdays, 11/12-12/10,

Thursday, 11/13, 7:00-9:00 p.m.

9:30-10:15 a.m. (Ages 2 and

Are marine invertebrates and microor-

each

ganisms the next source of anticancer
and other drugs? Three top re-

Ocean Fridays

searchers

in

marine biomedicine

discuss the latest findings.

child with

one

adult)

FourFndays, 11/14-12/12
2:00-3:30 p.m. (Ages 5-7)

The contents of these pages are provided to Natural History by the American Museum of Natural

History.

3,

—

CHILDREN'S ASTRONOMY

LARGE-FORMAT FILMS

PROGRAMS

In

the LeFrak

IMAX® Theater

Solar System Adventures
Saturday, 11/1, 1:00-2:30 p.m.

Coral Reef Adventure

(Ages 7-9)

Closes November 7

Journey through the Solar System

A fantastic underwater journey to
document some of the world's largest
and most beautiful—and most
ened reefs.

Sunday, 11/9, 1:00-2:30 p.m.

(Ages 4-6, each

child with

one

The super-hot

Space Explorers: Galaxies
Tuesday

11/11, 4:30-5:45 p.m.

(Ages 10 and up)

threat-

—

adult)
star

WR124
Volcanoes of the Deep Sea
Opens November 8

Echo of the Big Bang
Monday 11/24, 7:30 p.m.

Explore Earth's most hostile environ-

The Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy
Einstein for Everyone:

Probe, with Michael Lemonick, Tirve

ments and its strangest creatures,
and consider the implications for our

Adventures in Light!
Tuesday 11/18, 4:00-5:30 p.m.
(Ages 4-6, each child with one adult)

magazine senior science

search

HAYDEN PLANETARIUM

PROGRAMS

writer.

Celestial Higliliglits:

India:

Winter Preview
Tuesday 1 1/25, 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Find out what's up in the December sky

A

for

life.

Kingdom of the

Tiger

glorious tribute to this magnificent

land and

its

greatest

the mighty Bengal

ambassador

tiger.

Virtual Universe:

Black Holes and Quasars
Tuesday 11/4, 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Redefine your sense of "home" on
this

monthly tour through charted

SPACE SHOWS
The Search
Alone?

INFORMATION

for Life:

Are

We

212-769-5100 or
www.amnh.org.
Call

visit

Narrated by Harrison Ford

TICKETS AND REGISTRATION

space.
Truth and Beauty

Cosmology:
Does the Universe Have
in

Passport to the Universe
Narrated by Tom Hanks

Call

Look Up!

Monday

Saturday and Sunday 10:15 a.m.

With Chris Impey

(Recommended

University of Arizona.

and under)

visit

www.amnh.org. A service charge
may apply

an Aesthetic?
11/10, 7:30 p.m.

212-769-5200, Monday-Friday

9:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m., or

for children

ages 5

Become a Member of the
American Museum of Natural History

All

programs are subject

to

change.

Starry Nights
Live Jazz

As a Museum Member you will be among tiie first to
embarl< on new journeys to explore the natural world
and the cultures of humanity. You'll enjoy:
7:00 p.m.
•

Unlimited free general admission to the

and special

exhibitions,

Museum

and discounts on Space

Shows and IMAX® films
•

Discounts

•

Museum Shop and

restaurants and

tickets

Free subscription to Natural History magazine and
to

•

the

in

on program

Rotunda, our newsletter

Invitations to

and

Members-only special events,

Rose Center
and Space

for Earth

The Louis Hayes
Quartet
Starry Nigtits

parties,

is

made possible

by Lead Sponsor Verizon
and Associate Sponsors

exhibition previews

CenterCare Health Plan

For further information,

www.amnh.org.

call

212-769-5606 or

visit

and WNBC-TV

1^:

OUT THERE
guidly around in the disk, settling

made of

into clouds

Up

wisps and loops. But

Chimney

the

through

it

—

softly swirling

if a

say, a stellar

giant star nearby

—

breeze blows

wind from

the gas

a

driven

is

outward. Depending on the strength

and persistence of the winds, the gas
up into new configurations:
shells, bubbles, and walls.
In extreme cases, entire clusters of
hot, massive stars combine to blow superwinds outward at more than a irdl-

Pipes of hot gas stream from superhuhhles
bursting out of the disk of the

By Charles

gets piled

Milky Way.

Liu

Uon

The superwinds are
when the most

miles an hour.

then further energized

The
we

massive

—

Milky Way has gas and
lots of it. Throughout the

from

flapjack-shaped spiral galaxy

first

live

there's

in,

least

at

half

a

Imagine the stream of smoke rising

then

a

ing

more energy

Sun

gives off^in a biUion years.

to bend, spreading out-

sult:

smoke

it starts

rises straight up,

worth of
most of it cold, neuhydrogen just a few degrees above

ward and upward. What the plume
looks Uke a few seconds later depends
on the local atmospheric conditions

absolute zero. That's impressive, but

around the candle. Set the candle outdoors, on a breezy day, and the smoke
blows away in a formless, ashy wind.
Place it indoors, in a quiet room, and
the smoke becomes a cloud of wispy
filaments, swirHng gently until they all

quadrillion Earth-inasses'
free-floating gas,
tral

it's still

on

just a drop in the bucket

galactic

Even excluding

scale.

a

the

ubiquitous dark matter that surrounds

our galaxy

"Dark and Darker," by

[see

Neil deGrasse Tyson, page 18], gas
prises

only about

com-

percent of the

1

total

mass of the Milky Way.
Still,

that

1

percent packs a lot of

As

astrophysical punch.

it

flows and

ebbs through the galaxy, interstellar
gas

serves

creation

as

—from

raw material of

the

the

stars

Among the

The

re-

a

the central star cluster. Eventually, a

weak

on

spot

may

the shell

and the superbubble

rupture

will burst, allow-

a screen of gray.
Gas moving around in a galaxy acts
like candle smoke on a cosmic scale.
Nearly all the gas in a typical spiral

ing the hot gas to stream out and caus-

confined to the galactic disk.

edge "above" or "belov\'" the galaxy's
disk. There, with no more cool gas
to pile up against its expansion, the superbubble pops

blend into

galaxy

is

Left undisturbed, the gas

moves

ing the bubble to break up.

But
it

lan-

tiniest

if a

superbubble does not burst,

can grow large enough to reach an

out of the disk and into the

and nebulae.

much

most spectacular

sparser galactic

The hot

halo.

long that can transport matter

of this
hole, spewing energy and superheated particles into the
halo and sometimes beyond,

from the

into

patterns of gas flow are galactic

—

chimneys vast rivers of hot
gas thousands of light-years
disk into

galactic

intergalactic space. Recently, a

research group led by

McClure-Griffiths
Facflity in

Epping,

map

ever

chimney

is

space.

A

born.

Naomi
of

Well,

the

New South
made of

has

chimney, and it has
shed new Ught on the fascinating movement of Ufe-bearing
gas into, out of, and throughout the Milky Way

NATURAL HISTORY November 2003

its

one

idea,

problems, and one of

them comes

a

galactic

that's

anyway. But the model

Wales, has produced the most
detailed

gas pours out

intergalactic

galactic

Australia Telescope National

78

in seconds than our

"superbubble" forms in the
surrounding interstellar space, rapidly
expanding to hundreds or even thousands of Hght-years across. Inside the
superbubble is very sparse, hot gas; all
around it is a thin, dense shell of the
cooler gas that was once drifting near

planet-bound life-forms to the
grandest

the cluster self-destruct

but

just-extinguished candle. At

the

stars in

in titanic supernova explosions, releas-

MassiVe outflow of hiot gas (red
from

ttie stellar

in this

false-color

disk of the starburst galaxy

light-years long, the flow

is

driven

image) emerges

M82. More than

1

0,000

by "winds" of particles and by

supernovae from a large collection of massive

stars within the galaxy.

Similar smaller-scale chimneylike structures erupt out of many
galaxies, including our

own

Milky Way, into intergalactic space.

fi-om observations

of gas in the Milky Way: there
aren't enough hot, luminous
stars in

our

erate the

own

galaxy to gen-

supernovae and su-

perwinds needed to make all
the shells, bubbles and galactic

chimneys

been observed.

the walls have fine structures, ripples,

light-years

other galaxies act any dif-

or intrusions, they probably reflect

Milky

To patch up the galacticchimney model, energy sources other
than stellar winds have been suggested
over the years, but none has been altogether satisfactory. Recently supercomputer simulations have suggested

an interaction of hot, sparse gas with

In the detailed images the investigators
found countless loops, whorls, drips,
and blips on the chimney's inside
walls
like huge villi along a giant in-

that have

Why shonld
ferently?

that stellar

the

winds

random

One way

tle,

of streaming, swirkng

smooth, they're

furcates,

both

tom of

the

THE SKY

But

if

at

superbubble,

into

By

terstellar intestine.

—and

swer

chimney bithe top and the bot-

have formed by genprocesses.

—

light-years long. Studying the over-

views, they noted that the

random

fairly

is

Charles.

vast

Liu

afford us a beautiful glimpse

with

llic

star

smoke.

a professor of astrophysics at the

is

City University of

"pipes" that direct the gas thousands of

themselves, the

New

Yorii

and an

associate

American Mnsenni of Natural
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IN

of the

disk

images don't resolve the question of
how galactic chimneys form. But they
do bring us one step closer to the an-

chimney's inte-

at a

rior walls. If they are
likely to

problem

the

into the galactic halo.

made images of the galactic
chimney designated GSH 277+00
+36; some images show structures
more than 3,000 light-years long, others zoom in on details less than thirty
orators

chimneys by chance.

look closely

more

superwind were at work.
McClure-Griffiths and her collab-

even necessary;

to address the

—what you'd expect

if a

swirling of the gas can give

rise to galactic

to

aren't

dense, cold gas

outside

Way and

History.

By Joe Rao

Mercury spends most of
lost in the Sun's glare.

But

November
at

month's

end the planet may be visible through
low in the southwestern

binoculars,

30th. At midmonth the planet shines with a yellowwhite light at magnitude -0.2. Its great ring system is
tilted at 25 degrees to our line of sight, making it breathtakingly beautiful, even through a small telescope.

sky after sunset.

months after the lunar echpse in May, the
undergo total eclipse, this time on the
8th. And again, eastern North America has the best
view: those hving east of a Une running roughly firom
Medicine Hat, Alberta, to Corpus Christi, Texas, will be
Less than six

Brilliant Venus, at

shines

low

magnitude —3.9,

in the southwestern sky

month
By

darkness gathers. As the

as

begins, the planet sets less than an

hour

after the

Sun.

month's end, though, the rapidly shortening days in the
onrush to the (northern) winter solstice leave the planet
setting

more than an hour and

a half after the

Moon

able to see the entire echpse as the

climbs the eastern

way

Sun.

will again

the

as

Moon

sky.

Moon

full

Farther west, the eclipse

rises; for

slowly

is

under

skywatchers along the Pacific

coast of California, the beginning of the total phase

Orange-yellow Mars makes a good apparition this month;
it's already high overhead at sunset and doesn't set until
around 1 A.M. In early November Mars culminates, or
reaches

highest point in the sky, at about 7 P.M.; by

its

month's end
is

culminates an hour

it

earlier.

On the

59 million miles firom Earth and shines

-1.2.

Among

the

the distance to
planet has

bous

dimmed

Moon

By the 30th
79 iniHion miles, and the
to magnitude -0.4. The waxing gib-

stars,

Mars

at

Mars
magnitude
1st

only Sirius

is

brighter.

increases to

overtakes

Mars on November 2 and

nearly coincides with moonrise.
Totality

the beginning of

month's end.

month

is

at

The

Leo, rises at about 1:45 A.M.

November and

just after

at

midnight by

best time for viewing the planet this

approximately 5 A.M.,

when

it

shines brightly,

The

Saturn, in the constellation
P.M.

on the

light-scattering effects of our planet's at-

—

even tinged with
at

it

a

whitish "cap."

enters the Earth's

1st

Gemini, the Twins, rises at
and two hours earlier by the

shadow

10:05 P.M. TotaUty begins

at

at

6:32 P.M. and

8:06 P.M. and

Our satellite waxes full on the 8th at
wanes to last quarter on the 16th at 11:15
RM. and to new on the 23rd at 5:59 P.M. Just one minute
ends

at

8:31 P.M.

8:13 P.M.

It

later the

Moon

quarter

about 8:45

The

eclipse).

arrives at perigee,

Earth, 221,722 miles away.

high in the southeast.

minutes.

mosphere could make for some colorful viewing. At the
midpoint of totality the Moon's upper rim should look
reddish brown; its middle should glow reddish orange;
and its lower rim may be brighter orange perhaps

The Moon

3.

twenty-five

brief, just

disk should remain relatively bright (for an

leaves
Jupiter, in the constellation

is

Moon's

on the 30th

Unless othent'ise noted,

at

all

its

The Moon

closest point to

returns to

first

12:16 RM.
times are given in Eastern Daylight Time.
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Captivated

and get into the Zen of figuring out what these
already know about each other: who is re-

monkeys

lated to -^vhom,

how do

they rank, which pair will

be the next to mate?

By Meredith

My primatological reverie is interrupted by a
crowd of \Tsitors. I hear one woman call a male
"she," and I'm compelled to correct her. "It's the

Small

F.

shape of his face,"
those bright red

"and

her,

tell

But

I

his size

should

—

^and

know better

New York City's Cen-

than to be so patronizLng. such a know-it-all. Sev-

zoo to open. I have
spent years observing macaque monkeys in the
field, but these days I only teach and write about
what they do, and I miss them. So whenever I'm in
Manhattan, I hang out here with the snow monkeys

on one frozen Januar^^ day, I asked
some of the zoo's wild-animal keepers why the
snow monkeys were indoors. After all, I told them,
these monkeys are accustomed to crawHng through
snov^^drifts in then native Japan. "If the pond froze
over," they patiently responded, "the monkeys
would simply walk out of the zoo. Humbled, I
went to see the polar bear.

sitting

I'm

(Macaca

them

a

bench in

eral years ago,

fuscata).

been

I've

on

Park, waitrag for the

tral

visiting this troop for years.

I

have seen

"

in sunshine and snow^; stood in the rain and

watched them

of wetness off their

lick drops

When I have the monkeys to myself again, I walk
up the hiU behind the exhibit and lean over the

fiir;

held short business meetings in front of their ex-

forced friends to meet

hibit;

knownst

me

to them, these fiirry gray

Japan have become

my

here.

Unbe-

granite wall overlooking their enclosure, focusing

monkeys from

a pair of females.

primate

On

this

\'isit

clear

it's

and

I

see the

as

ing each strand of

reach them,

I

skin.

V

—
—

movement of these
Today

me,

.

*^^

gently

Monkeys have done this to
on my shoulders with

sitting

their handlike feet pressed against

my

neck, picking through

know it

hair. 1

my

as

feels like

my

heaven.

my own arms
and feel the rewarmth of the sun seep up

ing females.

I

I

stretch

across the wall

profes-

By

flected

my training

from the

^

V

an observer ^and that touch of
magic I ahvays feel in the presence
of monkeys has locked out the
world; all that matters is the
as

hair,

Concentrating on the groom-

and

sional obser\Tng skills click in.

the time

Her
The

touching each exposed patch of

she goes.

approach the group,

at peace.

across her parmer's belly, separat-

macaques jumping

Finally the gates open,

is

other methodically moves a hand

around their island exhibit. A
path of rocks breaks the surface
of the retaining pond that surrounds their enclosure, and a
young female hops from one to
another, leapfro^ing over her
troopmates

She

on

arms

legs splayed in relaxation.

eyelids droop.

sunny, and through the entrance
gates

One is stretched out on a rock,
and

touchstone.

^^^

fI
.

"~

\\

"-*5

iJ

^^Jm mN^^MJ
• Wj^^

^^ » •^R'a

animals.

granite slab.

I,

too, let

my

droop in contentment. For
a few preciotis minutes 1 pretend
that I have done nothing for the
past few months but watch this
eyelids

group, that

we know

each other

count nine adults, one
juvenile, and no babies. I know
that fall is breeding season, and

Monkey

the females are signaling their

must}? odor of

The familiar,
monkey fiir at

close quarters

my nostrils.

fertility

with red behinds. To

folding

a.

is

and observed.
their barks and

intimately, observer

I

right a status interaction

80

I

testicles."

calls,

my
un-

1

fiU

noises,

my

ears.

fills

am, once again, renewed.

female turns her rear

to another female, indicating her

snow monkey

lower position.

on paper, Japan

I

lean across the
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family, ink

and water color

Aleredith F. Small

is

a writer and profes-

sor of amhropology at Cornell University.
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A floor

lamp that

spreads sunshine

over a room

all

Introducing the

Balanced Spectrum™ floor lamp
The Balanced Spectrum"

many

floor

lamp brings

of the benefits of natural daylight

indoors for glare-free lighting that's perfect
for

The Balanced
feel about your

You

will

see

a variety of indoor

floor lamp will change the way you see and
work spaces. Here's how:

Spectrum™
living or

witli

more

comfort and ease as

'

Its

27-watt compact fluorescent

bulb

tliis

is

the equivalent to a

1

ordinary light bulb. This makes

eyestrain.

writing,

show

that sunshine

mood and your
energy levels, but as we all
know the sun, unfortunately,
can

lift

your

does not always shine. So

to

bring the benefits of natural

daylight indoors,

we

created

the Balanced Spectrum'" floor

lamp

that simulates the

spectrum of daylight.

full

Item* ZR-3269

50-watt

lamp provides sharp visibility
for close tasks and reduces

Studies

activities.

perfect for activities such as reading,

sewing and needlepoint, and

especially for aging eyes. This

lamp

has a flexible gooseneck design

maximum

efficiency

flicker-free.

is

$20

+ S8.H

mail-in rebate

Mention promo code 25379.
For fastest service,

position control switch for 18 and

switch that

...ONLY $109.95
*After the

for

and a dual

watts of power, with an "Instant

was $129.95, now...

it

27

On

The high-

"

call toll-free

24 hours a day

800-790-0265

tech electronics, user-friendly design,

and bulb

that lasts five times longer

than an ordinary bulb

make

this

product a must-have.
The Balanced Spectrum'

comes

exclusive
for

1 998 Ruffin Mill Road
Colonial Heights, VA 23834

floor

lamp

with a one-year manufacturer's

and TechnoScout's

limited warranty

home

30 days and

purchase price

trial.

Try this product

return

if

not

it

for

liCHNOSCOUT

the

satisfied.

full

All rights

reserved,

ij5

2003 TechnoBfands.

www.technoscout.coni

Inc.
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YOU HAVE lOO DAYS TO TRAVEL

FOOT.
ON
3,924 KM
ANTARCTICA.
YOU'RE
BY THE WAY,

Alain Hubert did

provokes them.
a powerkite. His

it

In

in

99 days. He

is

not one to shy

away from

challenges.

In fact,

you might say he

1997-98, he traversed the entire continent of Antarctica on foot and skis with

list

of

accomplishments reads

to climb the sheer wall of the Holtanna

on

IN

in

like

a history book.

Queen Maud Land,

Among

others he

the

first

Antarctica. He's crossed Greenland

He's been to the geographic North Pole and has attempted Everest five times without

skis.

oxygen.

If

anybody embodies the perpetual quest

for adventure, Alain

Hubert

tim>aL.

'
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